ON SETS OF MATRICES WITH COEFFICIENTS IN A
DIVISION RING
BY

RICHARD BRAUER
A number of recent books deal with the theory of groups of linear transformations
and its connection
with the theory of algebras(1).
Most of the
work has been restricted to the case of completely reducible systems or, in
other words, to semisimple algebras. There are, however, a number of questions which make it desirable not to neglect the other case. The aim of this
and a following paper is a study of such not completely reducible systems,
in particular
of their regular representations.
It appeared necessary to start
again right from the beginning of the theory, in order to add a number of
remarks to well known results and methods(2). The coefficients of the matrices
in this paper are taken from an arbitrary
division ring K ( = skew field or
noncommutative
field K). This is a generalization
of the ordinary theory
which does not always work smoothly. For instance, the (left) rank of a ring
of matrices 21 is not invariant under similarity transformation.
This implies
that similar rings 31 and §li may have different regular representations.
Yet
it is possible to derive a number of results which, in the case of a commutative
K, imply the fundamental
theorems of Frobenius, Burnside, Loewy, I. Schur

and Wedderburn.
Sections 1 and 2 deal with a number of group-theoretical
remarks. The
first of these are concerned with the Jordan-Holder
theorem. The connection
between two composition series is studied more closely, and it is proved that
sets of residue systems can be chosen such that they can be used in either
composition series. Further, the upper and lower Loewy series of a group are
studied. It is shown that the ith factor groups in both have a common constituent. This implies the theorem of Krull and Ore(3) that both series have
the same length. In Section 3, the necessary tools from the theory of matrices
are described briefly. The following two sections contain an application
of the
group-theoretical
methods to the study of the irreducible and the Loewy constituents of a set of matrices. In Section 6, a number of further remarks are
added, for instance a generalization
of a theorem of A. H. Clifford(4).
Presented

to the Society, April 16, 1938, under the title On groups of linear transformations;

received by the editors June 17, 1940.
(') Cf., for instance,

29], Wedderburn

Albert

[l, 2], Deuring

[7], Murnaghan

[17], van der Waerden

[30], and, in particular, Weyl [31 ].

(2) For these results and methods, compare the papers given in the bibliography.
(3) Krull [12] proved this for Abelian groups, Ore [22] in the general case.

(«) Clifford [6].
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In the second part, the regular representation
stands in the foreground
and, accordingly,
we consider systems SI of matrices which form semigroups
(i.e., are closed under multiplication).
There exists a certain reciprocity
between 21 and its regular representation
9?. In order to show the inner reason
for this more clearly, we begin Section 7 witft a study of group pairs, first introduced by Pontrjagin(5)
in connection with topological investigations.
Section 8 deals with the regular representation
9L It is, for instance, shown that
21 and 8i have the same irreducible constituents
(except perhaps 0); the number of Loewy constituents
in both is either the same or differs by one. A
number of further results concerning the distribution
of the irreducible parts
of the Loewy constituents
of 9i are proved.
It now follows that the (left) rank r of an irreducible semigroup 21 is divisible by the degree n. The quotient r/n can be expressed by means of properties of the commuting set (Section 9). This furnishes the basis for the proof
of Wedderburn's
theorem, and of the generalized Burnside theorem. In Section 10, representations
of sets of matrices as direct sums of subsets are studied. Finally, in Sections 11 and 12, rings 21 of matrices of degree a are
considered which contain all the scalar multiples kla of the unit matrix Ia
(k in K). Here, of course, the structure
theory of algebras can be obtained
in its full extent. It is proved that if $8 is a representation
of degree 6 of 21
then S3 is a constituent
of ab X 21. We are further interested in the connection
between the Loewy decomposition
of the regular representation,
and the
structure of the powers of the radical.
We add here a few remarks concerning the notation:
The word ring is
used for noncommutative
rings. We use the expression "/-multiplication"
by a
("r-multiplication"
by a) in order to express that an element is multiplied on
its left side (right side) by a. Except in a few places, there would be no restriction in assuming that the system 2f of matrices forms a ring, but it seems
more logical to mention only those properties which are actually needed. Thus
21 can first be any system of matrices, later any semigroup (see above), and
in the last section it is assumed to be a ring. The zero-matrix, with any number of rows and columns, is denoted by 0, the unit matrix by I, or more clearly
by I„ if n is the degree. Places in matrices or sets of matrices which are left
blank are to be filled out with 0-matrices, and stars are used for elements in
whose form we are not interested.

1. Remarks
1. We consider groups
finite composition series

(1)

on composition

® with a given set of operators

@ = ®oD®iD
(s) Pontrjagin

series

• • • D@r=

(6) T which have a

{l}.

[23].

(6) Cf., for instance,

van der Waerden

[28, vol. I, §38]. It is easy to extend the definitions
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Let § be a second
series

(2)

group

with the same operators

£ = £oD£0

We assume that a homomorphism
subgroup §* of ®, £*CZ®.

(1.1A)

[May

•••

which has a composition

= {I}.

6 is given which

TFe can choose complete residues systems

maps

§ upon a normal

of ®„_i (mod ®p) and

of £>„_i (mod §,), (p = L 2, • ■• , r; cr= 1, 2, • • • , s) such that (a) 6 either
maps d„ o» a typ in a (1-1) manner and ®„-i/®P~§
ow 1. (b) Each
is the image of at most one Q„.

or 0 maps £},

Proof. We denote by H* the image on which 6 maps the element H of
Similarly, let
be the image of an arbitrary subset $ of §. We choose arbitrary residue systems D„ for
(mod §„) which contain the unit element.
Every H in § possesses a unique representation

(3)

H = Q,Q2 -Q.,

Q. in O,;

we have §, = Q,+iQ,+!
• • ■ Q„. If we change
by multiplying
its elements
by elements of
we can obtain the most general residue system of
(mod §„)■ By a succession of such changes, we shall arrive at a set of residue

systems for which (1.1 A) holds.
We assume that (1.1 A) holds for groups ® which have a shorter composition series than (1). In particular,
(1.1A) will be true for ®i in place of ®.
If £>*£®, then we may apply (1.1A) to ®i and
and see that it also holds
for ® and !q; the residue system ^ can be taken arbitrarily.
If
is not a subgroup of ®i, then §*®i = ®. Let j be the first integer for
which ^>f@i^®.
Then §*®i is a proper normal subgroup
of &*-i®i = ®
which contains ®i. Hence §*®i = ®i, i.e., &*Q®i. We can define a homomorphic mapping of
upon ^j/Ü-i®i/§ *®i = ®/®i by

(4)

-> H*$?Qii = H*®i,

H in

Since §3--i/§j is simple, this is an isomorphism.
It follows that Q * is a complete residue system $i of ® (mod ®i).
Thus for every H of
the element (H~1)* will lie in some residue class
<2*®i with Qj in O,-, and then (HQf)* will lie in ®i. In particular,
we can
multiply the elements of £}„ (<r= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,j— 1) by such elements of O, that
8 maps the products on elements of @i. In this manner, we obtain a new residue system of
(mod §„) which we shall use instead of Q„ and deto the case that the product of an operator jj with a group element g is denned only if g belongs
to a subgroup of g which may depend on 17.When we have a group with operators, we consider
only subgroups which are admissible, and homomorphisms
and isomorphisms which are operator-homomorphisms
and operator-isomorphisms,
without always stating this explicitly. We
include the case that r is empty, i.e., that g is a group in the ordinary sense.

note
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by O,

£t,*Q§*Q®i-

again.

We then

Hence O/C®!,

have

O/CI®!

(ffSsJ— 1). For cr>j,

we have

for <r^j.

The elements H of §, whose image H* lies in ®i form a normal subgroup
§' of §. Obviously, £>' consists of those elements (3) for which (?,•= 1. If we
set
= [£>, §'],
is obtained from §„ = 0„+iO<,+2 • • • Os by removing
the factor O; (if it appears). The groups

$' d

d ••o

= §; d §;+o ■• o

= {i}

form a composition
series, and Oi, • ■ • , Of—i, Oj+i, • • • , Q, are a corresponding set of residue systems; tQa'-i/tQa'
iora^j.
Since 6 maps §'
on the normal subgroup [§*, ®i] of ®i, we may apply the statement
(1.1A) to
the groups ®i and
(in place of ® and §), in which case it is assumed to be
true. We may have to change the residue classes Oi, • • •, Of-i, 0,-+i, ■ • •, Os
still further by multiplying
the elements of 0„ by elements of
. But because
this change is also possible in the set of residue classes belonging to (2). This shows that (1.1A) is correct for ® and §(7)At the same time we see
(1.1B) The conditions of (1.1A) can be satisfied by choosing the elements of
each Off from a certain subgroup 3„ of
and each
either as the image of
such a 0„ or as an arbitrary residue system of ®„_i modulo @„.
2. If §* = ©, every ^ß„ will appear in the form O/. If, on the other hand,
the homomorphism
8 is an isomorphism,
every £X* will appear as a
We
now take ® = |) and 6 as the identical mapping. Then (1.1A) gives the JordanHolder theorem and the first part of the following theorem:
(1.2A) If two composition series of ® are given, the residue systems
can
be chosen such that they can be used in both composition series (in a different
arrangement). It is possible to carry one arrangement of the
into the other one
by successively interchanging two consecutive ty? such that each intermediate arrangement also belongs to a composition series of ®.

In order to prove the second part, we use the same notation
We now have r = s, ^Ji = Q,-, §' = ®i. The element

Qi-iQilQj-\Qu
lies in

and in §f_i, if j> 1. Since [§',

=

as in §1.1.

Qiin O/, Qj-iin QM,
it follows that <23_iand Qj

commute (mod §,-). If we interchange
0,-i and Of in Oi, O2, • • • , Os, we
obtain a set of residue systems belonging to the composition series
(7) In a similar manner, we can prove a theorem which has the same relation to Schreier's
extension of the Jordan-Holder
theorem (Schreier [25], Zassenhaus [32]) as (1.1 A) has to the
Jordan-Holder
theorem itself.
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£ = §o D £1 D ■■■D £,-2 D §y-23 fe 3-34k"
because Q,-_iQ,-§,-= OjQy-i§j

111

and §/_2 = Q,_iOj+iQ,+2

■ • • O«. We next

interchange
£},• with G,_2, etc., until Q,- finally stands at the first place. If
(1.2A) is true for @i, as we may assume, it now follows for ®.
2. LOEWY SERIES

1. A group ® is completely reducible^), if it is the direct
groups Ißi, ^2, • • • , 5T3r.As indicated by this notation,
@ =

^2

@1 »

%

• • • %

■ ■ ' , ®r-l

=

%

product

®r

of simple

=

{1}

is a composition series. Every normal simple subgroup 5fft of ® is completely
reducible and is a direct factor, i.e., ® = 2ft X 5ft, where 5ft is a normal subgroup
of ®. Because ®/5Tft~5ft, the factor group ®/5!ft is also completely reducible.
If 31 is a normal subgroup of an arbitrary group ®, we say that 21 is completely reducible with regard to ®, if 21 is the direct product of minimal normal
subgroups of ®. More generally, if 2f and 93 are normal subgroups of ® and

21253, we say that 21/33is completely reducible with regard to ®, if 21/33 is
completely reducible with regard to ®/93. If we add the inner automorphism
of ® to the operators of the groups considered (subgroups of ® and factor
groups formed out of them), then complete reducibility
of 21/93 with regard
to @ means the same as ordinary complete reducibility
of 21/93. In the case
of abelian groups ®, the words "with regard to ©" can always be omitted.
For any group ®, we prove easily:
(2.1 A) If 2 and 50?are normal subgroups of ® which are completely reducible
with regard to ®, the same is true for £5Tft.
Proof. We add the set of all inner automorphisms

of ® to the set of opera-

tors. If 35= [8, 50c],we may set 8=8iX£>, äft = Hft1X3), where & and äfti are
normal subgroups of ®. We then have S5fft= 2i X5fftiX£>, since
äft,X£>]
= {1}. This shows that (2.1A) is true.

(2.IB) If 21,93 and 3 are normal subgroups of ®, where 93C2I, and 21/93
is completely reducible with regard to ®, then [3, 21]/ [3, 93] is completely reducible with regard to ®, and isomorphic with a normal subgroup of 21/93.
Proof. We extend the domain of operators
statement
is a consequence from the fact that

as in the proof of (2.1 A). The
[3, 2l]93/93^[3,
St]/[3, St, S3]

= [3. 31]/[3, 93], since [3, 2l]93/93is a normal subgroup of Sl/93.
(2.1C) If 93 and (£ are normal subgroups of ®, where 93S/93 and 93S/E are
both completely reducible with regard to ®, so is 93S/[93, &].

Proof. From (2.IB) it follows that [93(5,S]/[93, (£]=<£/[93, S] is com(8) Cf. van der Waerden [28, vol. 1, p. 143].

pletely
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reducible

with regard

to ®. The same is true for 93/[93, $]. Then

(2.1A) shows that 932/ [93,6] is completely reducible with regard to ®/ [93,6],
and hence with regard to ®.
2. A Loewy series of ® is a series of normal subgroups

(5)

® = »f.DlOÄD--0

of ®:

ÜKi-iD 2R(= {1}

in which each factor group 9J?,_i/9J?r is completely reducible with regard to ©.
Of special importance is the lower Loewy series (or lower cover series of ®).
Here 30c(_i is the normal cover ("Sockel")(9) of ®, i.e., the union of all minimal
normal subgroups of @. It follows from (2.1 A) that Tlt-i is completely reducible with regard to ®. More generally, we take for Wlr-i the group for which
Wt-i/WIt is the normal cover of ®/9J?r (r = t, t — 1, ■ ■ • ). Then we actually
obtain a Loewy series of @. Obviously, 97cT-i is the largest group which can
precede 9JJTin any Loewy series of ®.
Let § be a second group, and

(6)

§ = 9c„D % D % D • • 0

be a Loewy series of

= {l}

We then state

(2.2A) Let 6 be a homomorphic mapping of § upon a subgroup §* of ®
(§*£®)
which maps normal subgroups 97 upon normal subgroups 97* of ®(10).
If (5) is the lower Loewy series of ®, and (6) any Loewy series of §, then

9Ci C mt-h 9c!_2£ 2Jc,_2,• ■• , 9tIP c mt-„,
Proof. Let 9? be a minimal normal subgroup of
If its image 97* contains
a normal subgroup £ of ® with } 1} CSC97*,
the elements of 91 which are
mapped upon elements of X form a proper subgroup of 97 which is normal in
This is impossible, and hence 97* is a minimal normal subgroup of ®, and
belongs therefore to SD2«—i,
the normal cover of ®. It now follows easily that
9cu*_iCI9Jc(_i. The mapping 6 induces a homomorphic
mapping of §/97u_i upon
a subgroup of ®/9J?<_i, which maps normal subgroups upon normal subgroups.
Using the same argument,
we obtain (9fu_2/9,lu_i)*C(9JJ(_2/9JJ(_i),
and hence
9ca*_2C9D7(_2,
etc.
3. The dual of the lower Loewy series is the upper Loewy series or upper
cover series. Here, 9Jfr is the upper cover of 97L-i(u). i.e., the intersection
of all maximal normal subgroups
of 93?r-i, t = 1, 2, • ■ . We see successively
that 9J7i, 9J72, ■ • ■ are normal in ®. Then 90L can also be defined as the intersection of the normal subgroups
of ® which are maximal in 9J?r-i. From
(') Remak [24], Cf. also Ore [22].
(10) This assumption is necessary
sume that
is normal in ®.

(u) Ore [22].

whereas

in the dual theorem

(2.3A) it is sufficient to as
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(2.IC) it follows easily that Wr-i/jfflr is completely
reducible with regard to @,
so that we actually have a Loewy series. Obviously, 3JtTis the smallest group
which can follow 9KT-i in any Loewy series of ©.

We now show
(2.3A) Let 6 be a homomorphic mapping of & upon a normal subgroup §*
of ® (§*C®).
If (6) is the upper Loewy series of
and (5) any Loewy series
of ®, then 9tp*c:9}Jp (p = l, 2, • • • ) where 9tp* again denotes the image of 9cP.

Proof. Without restriction,
phism of § there corresponds

we may assume that to every inner automoran operator in T which produces this automor-

phism. Form

(50

® = [$*, ©] = £* 3 [$*, ÜR,]2 [§*, gfe] 2 • • • •

The distinct groups in (5') form a Loewy series as follows from (2.IB), and 9
maps § upon ®. We replace @ by ®, and (5) by this Loewy series. If we can
prove (2.3A) in this case, it also will be true in the original case. It is, therefore, sufficient to prove (2.3A) in the case where ® = §*. Here, 9cp*is a normal
subgroup of ®. The totality of elements of § whose images lie in 9J?i form a
normal subgroup X of £. We map §/X upon @/ü»i by
(H in £).
Since H*$li = 9JZi only if iJ is in £, this mapping is an isomorphism.
With
®/5DJi, then !&/X also is completely reducible, and hence X contains the upper
cover 9ti of
This implies
If for 5Dci,9ti, and the mapping induced
by 9 the statement
has been proved, as we may assume, it now follows for ®,

§ and the mapping 9.
4. We now consider the case that ® = §, and 9 is the identical isomorphism. From (2.2A) it follows that any Loewy series (6) of ® has at least the
same length as the lower Loewy series (5), since for u<t we would have

9c0*= ®c:gjJ(_„C93,?o= ®. Similarly, it follows from (2.3A) that any Loewy
series has at least the same length as the upper Loewy series. (If we use
the notation
of (5) and (6) for these series, and if we have t<u,
then

{1} = WltQ.9c*t^ {1} which is impossible.) If we take for (5) the lower and
for (6) the upper Loewy series of ® = §, we have t = u, hence
(2.4A)

The lower and the upper Loewy series of ® have the same lengthi}2).

From (2.3A), we obtain
could apply

yipQWlf, in our case. If we had 9cP-iC2)fp, we

(2.3A) to the Loewy series

SRpDSDUO - O«?.of which

the second

fl}, 9V0

one is the upper

Loewy

9L.D • • O

series of 9tP_i. We then

9fPC9Jcp+i, • • • , 9cu-iC9)cu= {1} which is impossible.
contains

elements

- {l},

Consequently,

find

9cp_i

which do not belong to 9)cP,and hence 9cpC [9lp_i, Wp] C97P-i

and äftpC%,-iä»pC2Wp-i. Since 3tp_iSWP/ÜRp£^3t,-i/[9cP-i,
9JfP],we obtain
(2.4B) The pth factor groups 9Jcp_i/9Jtpand 9cP_i/9Cpof the lower and upper
(") Krull [12], Ore [22], cf.(3).

1941]
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Loewy series of © contain
(*{!}>•

at least one pair

of isomorphic

normal

subgroups

5. We assume now that © is abelian, or, more generally, that all the inner
automorphisms
of © belong to the set of operators.
We consider a composition series of ®,

© = @oD @i D ■■O

®r = {1} ,

and a corresponding
set of residue systems tyi, 5T32,• • • , 5T3r.With regard to
a later application,
it is desirable to give a method of obtaining
the lower
Loewy series. It may happen that a $p can be chosen to be a (normal(13))
subgroup of @; we call these 5ßp the residue systems of lowest kind. We state

(2.5A) The normal cover of ® is equal to the product of the residue systems tyß
of lowest kind, if these are chosen to be normal subgroups of ®.

Proof. It is clear that all these 5J3„belong to the normal cover § of ®. We
determine a set of residue systems Qi, Q2, • • ■ , Q. of a composition
series
of § such that each Q„ is a minimal normal subgroup of © (cf. §2.1), and

apply the method of §1.1 to ®, §, and the identical mapping.

If j has the

same significance as in §1.1, we may assume that j= 1, since the Q<, here can
be permuted arbitrarily.
No modification of the Q„ is necessary, and one ty?
can be replaced by Qi. This shows that this 5ß„ is of lowest kind. After the
next step, one 5ß<rwill be replaced by Q2, etc. Since 6 is a (1-1) mapping,
every Qx will finally appear. This shows that the number of residue classes
of lowest kind cannot be smaller than 5. The product of these 'iß,,, chosen as
normal subgroups of ®, must give the full normal cover Wt-i as stated in

(2.5A).
We now remove these ty„ of lowest kind from 5ßi, 5ß2, • • • , tyr and work
from now on modulo Wlt-i- It is clear that the remaining Tßx form a system
of residue classes belonging to a composition series of ©/ÜDfe-i. Again we single
out the residue systems which now are of lowest kind, and choose them such
that their elements
(mod Wlt-i) form normal subgroups
of @/9Jc(_i. Their
product, multiplied by Tlt-i gives the group Wt-i in the lower Loewy series.
Continuing in this manner, we can obtain this series.

3. Matrices

in a division

ring

1. There is no difficulty in extending
the ordinary
theory of matrices
to the case in which the coefficients of the matrices are taken from a fixed
division ring K (instead of a field). Of course, the products pA and Ap of a
matrix A and a "scalar" p from K will in general be different. Otherwise,
there is no difference, as we are not interested in the question of the determinant here. A square matrix M of degree n is nonsingular if there exists a recip-

rocal M~l with MM~l = M-1M=In
is the unit matrix
(13) Any admissible

of degree
subgroup

where I»=(S«x), 5«,= 1, 5,x = 0 for k^X,

n.
now is normal.
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Let Mi, Mi, • • • , Mg be matrices of the same type (m, n), i.e., with m
rows and n columns. We say that the matrices are l-independent, if no linear
relation <XiMi+ • ■ ■ +aqMq = 0 exists with coefficients a, in K, except for
«1 = 0:2= ' " ' =ctq = 0. Similarly, the matrices are r-independent,
if no relation Miai-\- ■ ■ ■ +Mqaq = 0 exists, except for «i= • • • =ae = 0. The l-rank
of a set 93?of matrices of the same type is defined as the maximum number z
of /-independent
matrices of 9J?, and any z such /-independent
matrices form
an l-basis of 9J?. Correspondingly,
the r-rank of 9J?and r-basis of 90?are defined.
2. There is also no difficulty in introducing w-dimensional vector-spaces
33
over a division ring K, and extending the elementary
properties of ordinary
vector spaces. We arrange the n components
xK of a vector X with regard
to a fixed basis in a column (matrix of type in, 1)). We consider two operations for vectors, addition and r-multiplication
with elements of K; these
operations appear as a special case of the corresponding
operations with matrices. The vector space 93 is an abelian group with addition as group-combination, which possesses the elements of K as operators. It is the direct sum
of n simple groups.
We may also consider a second set of vectors U which are given by rows
(i.e., matrices of type (1, «)). Here we have an addition and an /-multiplication of vectors with elements of K. We denote such vectors as contragredient
vectors.
A matrix A = (aK\) of type (m, n) defines a homomorphic
mapping of an
M-dimensional vector space upon a subspace of an w-dimensional
vector space:
X—*X* = AX, provided that in both spaces coordinate
systems have been
chosen. The matrix A also defines a homomorphic
mapping of an m dimensional contragredient
space upon a subspace of an w-dimensional contragredi-

ent space: U—*U* = UA.
3. Let w = wi+»»2+
• • • -\-nik and « = »i+«2+
■ • ■ +ni be partitions of
m and n. We often write matrices A of type (m, n) in the form (AK\) where AK\
itself is a matrix of type (mK, n\). We then say that A has been broken up according to the scheme (mi, • • • , m*| »i, • * • , w;). If B = (BK\) is a matrix of type
(n, r) which is broken up according to a scheme (wi, • ■ • , «j|fi, • • • , rq), then
AB = (^i^A^B^),
i.e., the product can be formed as if AK\ and BK\ are scalars,
provided that the right-hand
side has a meaning. The corresponding
fact
holds for sums of matrices; here A and B must be broken up according to the
same scheme.
We also break up the w-dimensional vector X into an Wi-dimensional vector Xi, an «2-dimensional vector X2, • • • , an Wrdimensional
vector Xi. The
matrices of the following linear transformations
are of importance.

To®):
Zir.

Wi(P):

X* = XK (K^i),

Xt^Xi

X* = XK (k*

X* = Xh

X* - X.

i,j),

(k * ♦),

+ QXi;

XT = PXn

X? = Xi\
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where Q is a matrix of type
«,■), and P a nonsingular matrix of degree Wj.
We denote by Ac a matrix in which the columns are broken up according to
the scheme (nu n2, ■ ■ ■ , nt), by Ar a matrix in which the rows have been
broken up in this manner, by A a square matrix in which both rows and columns have been broken up in this manner. By combining the corresponding
linear transformations,
we obtain easily

(3.3A) The matrix AcTij(Q) is obtained from Ac by adding the ith column,
r-multiplied

by Q, to the jth column;

Tij(Q)~1Ar

is obtained from Ar by subtract-

ing the jth row, l-multiplied by Q, from the ith row. Finally, Tij(Q)~lATij(Q) is
obtained from A by performing

these two operations

successively.

(3.3B) The matrix AcZij is obtained from Ac by interchanging
the ith and
jth column; Z^Ar is obtained from Ar by interchanging
the ith and jth row;
Z^AZij
is obtained from A by performing both operations.

(3.3C) The matrix AcWi(P) is obtained from Ac by r-multiplying the ith
column by P; Wi(P)~1Ar is obtained from A r by l-multiplying the ith row by P~l;
and WiiP^AWiiP)

is obtained from A by performing

both operations.

4. The operations in §3.3 can be used in particular
if all the numbers n\
are equal to 1, i.e., if the matrices A = (o«x) are taken in their original form.
We perform with A a succession of operations
of the kind mentioned
in
(3.3A), (3.3B), (3.3C). This amounts to a succession of /-multiplications
and
r-multiplications
of A by nonsingular
square matrices. The new matrix then
has the form GAH where G and H are themselves nonsingular
square matrices. It can easily be seen that the operations may be chosen such that the
new matrix has the form(14)

(7)

G^"(oD-

Here, p is an integer, the rank of A ; and pSnt, pSn.
We now can discuss the solution of linear equations
n

(8)

2 a'*x* = b'>

or, in matrix

form, AX = B, where

B is an w-dimensional

k = I, 2, ■■■, m,
vector.

We set

X = HX*, X*=H~1X. Then (8) becomes identical with (GAH)X* = GB, in
which form it can easily be solved because of (7). In particular, in the homogeneous case 73 = 0, we have exactly n —p r-independent
solutions X of (8).
This shows that the rank p of A is uniquely determined
by A. We may also
characterize
p as the r-rank of the set of vectors B which are obtained from
(") The second row or the second column on the right side may be missing.
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(8), if X ranges over all w-dimensional
vectors. If the division ring K is replaced by a larger division ring K, the number p remains unchanged,
and a
complete system of r-independent
solutions of the homogeneous
equations
with regard to K will have the corresponding
properties with regard to K.
If (8) has no solution in K, it has no solution in K.
The "contragredient"
equations
m

2 M«a«*
*V|

X = 1, 2, • • • , M,

«-1

for Mi, m2, • ■ • , Mmcan be discussed in a similar manner.
From the characterizations
of the rank of a matrix, it follows easily that
the rank of a product of matrices is not larger than the rank of either factor.
5. Let us define the transpose A' of a matrix A = (aK\) so that the ordinary
rule (AiAz)' =Ai A{ holds for any two matrices whose product is defined. We
must take A' not as a matrix with coefficients in K but in the antisymmetric
division ring K'. This K' consists of all symbols a' where a is an arbitrary
element of K. We have a'=ß',
if and only if a=ß, and we define addition

and multiplication

by
«i

+ olI = (ai + a2)';

If we now set A'={a{^)
(A1A2)' = A2'A{.

4. The irreducible

(k, row-index;

constituents

oil at

=

(a2ai)'.

X, column-index),

we readily

of a set of square

obtain

matrices

1. Consider a set g, of elements a of any kind, and a number of sets of
matrices
21, 93, • ■ • . We assume that to every a in 3 there corresponds
a matrix Aa in 21, a matrix Ba in 93, etc., such that all the matrices
of
21, 93, • ■ • appear at least once in the form Aa, Ba, ■ ■ ■ respectively.
We
then say that 21, 93, ■ ■ • are related sets. Equations
between related sets

21,93, (5, 35 such as

21==93,
indicate

that

21=

\

Ve 35/

2LP= P93 (with a fixed matrix P)

for every a in 3 the corresponding

equations

hold:

AaP = PBa.

2. Let 21 be a set of square matrices A of degree n interpreted
as linear
transformations
X—±X*=AX
of an w-dimensional
vector space 93. If we introduce new coordinates
by a linear transformation
xK=^2pK\Z\, the set 21 is

replaced by P-^P.

These two sets 21and P"l21P are similar, 21~P~1'äP;

they

are related
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(with 3 = 21)- Similar

sets often are considered

as not essentially-

different.
The vectors X of 23 form an additive abelian group, and we can now introduce two kinds of operators: As the first kind of operator, we take the elements p of K, the operation being defined as r-multiplication
of X by p (as
before). As the second kind of operator, we take the elements a of 3> the oper-

ation being defined by aX = AaX.
Let S3 be a second set of matrices which is related to 21, and let SB be a
vector space in which the corresponding
linear transformations
take place.
Then 21~S3, if and only if S3 and SB are operator-isomorphic
(with regard to 3

and K).
More generally, let us assume that we have an operator-homomorphic
mapping of SB upon an admissible subgroup 93o of 33. This mapping is given
by a linear transformation
F->X=PF,
(F in SB, X in 33). The condition for
an operator-homomorphism
with regard to 3. then, is aX = P(aY) for every

a in 3> i-e., AaPY = PBaY. Since this must hold for every Fin SB, we find

2IP = PS3.
We then

say that

P intertwines

21 and 33. When

21 and 33 are replaced

by

similar sets üf-12lAf and N~1$8N, we have

(M-WXM-iTW)

= (jW-1P^V)(^V-133^)(16)

and the matrix M~1PN obviously takes the place of P.
3. If the group 33 with the sets of operators 3. K is simple, then 21 is an
irreducible set. If 21 is reducible,
33 has an admissible
subgroup
93 with
33D33Z) {O}. This 93, then, is a linear subspace which is invariant
under the
transformations
of 21. If we choose the basis of 33 such that the last r basis
elements form a basis of 33, then 21 splits in the form

(9)
where 21 is broken up according to the scheme (n —r, r\n —r, r). Conversely
if 21 has this form with regard to a suitable coordinate
system, then 21 is reducible. Here Wi are the transformations
induced by 21 in 33, and Wi are the
transformations
induced by 21 in 33/3$.
We may interpret
the matrices of 21 by means of linear transformations
c7—>/J*= UA of a contragredient
vector space SB. If 21 splits in the form (9),
then SB has an invariant subspace SB of n —r dimensions, and the transformations of 21 induce the transformations
of 9D7iin 9B and those of 9Jc4in SB/SB,
so that the roles of 9Jti and 50?4are interchanged.
4. We now consider a composition series of 33
(1S)Schur [26].
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S = aSoDSSiDSO ■■■DS*r = io}.
Let E'^ [v=\,
/■-independent

2, • • ■ , üi) be a maximal set of vectors of 33,_i which
(mod 33,). Then the totality of all vectors
Ei Zi + Ei 22 +

(10)

are

z\ in ÜT,

■4-EaiZtij,

form a complete residue system
of 33,_i (mod 33*). All the vectors E{*\ arranged according to increasing i form a basis of 33, and with regard to this

basis, SI has the form

Si!
2I21 2I2

(ID

where 31»is an irreducible set of square matrices of degree a<. These
called the irreducible constituents of 31.
From Jordan-Holder's
theorem, we obtain at once(16)

31, are

(4.4A) The irreducible constituents of a set 31 of square matrices are uniquely
determined apart from their arrangement, if similar sets are considered as equal.
When we replace the E® by another basis of 33,--i (mod 33,), then 31,-is
replaced by a similar set. We obtain this new form of SI by a similarity trans-

formation of type (3.3C).
If a formula (11) holds where each 31, is a reducible or irreducible
set of
square matrices of some degree a,-, we say that each 31,-is a constituent of 31.
In particular,
we call 31i a top constituent and 3Ir a bottom constituent.

Let 31and 33 again be two related intertwined

sets, 3LP= P23 and Pj^O.

We consider again the mapping of 20 upon a certain admissible subgroup
33
of 33 which is defined by P. The vectors of 9S which are mapped upon 0 form
an admissible subgroup 3B of 20, and we have 3*$~2B/2l$. H we use these subgroups in order to split St and 33, we have with regard to suitable coordinate
systems

V* U7
This gives Schur's

\i

0/

V * */

lemma(17)-

(16) This simple proof for the uniqueness

of the irreducible

constituents

is due to W. Krull

[11]. .
(17) I. Schur [26]. Schur's proof is extremely simple. By means of (7),similarity transformations of 31 and 93 are performed such that P assumes the desired form, and then 81 and 93 must
have the form given here.
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(4.4B) // two related sets 21 and 93 are intertwined by a matrix Py^O, then
there exists a bottom constituent of 21 which appears as a top constituent of 93.
// 21 and 93 are irreducible, then P is nonsingular, and 21 and 93 are similar.
5. We now apply the results of Section 1. We choose the residue systems
of 93i_i/93i always as in (10), consisting of all linear combinations
of some
r-independent
vectors. From (1.1B) we see that the results of Section 1 remain
valid, if we restrict the choice of residue systems by this condition.
Any change of the residue system 'iß,-as used in Section 1 can be accomplished by a succession of changes of the following kind: The elements of 5ß,-are
multiplied by elements of some 5ß,, with i>j. This now corresponds to replacing E® by EjP+S® where each S® is of the' form (10). This basis transformation
corresponds
to the linear transformation
X* = XK for ny^i,
X* = X{ —QXwhere
the vector X is broken up according to the scheme
(oi, • ■ •, Ok\ 1) and the matrix Q of type (af, af) is formed by the components Z\, (10), of the vectors S®. This is a transformation
7\j( —(?) = Tij{Q)~l

(cf. §3.3), and 21is there replaced by TijiQ^WTuiQ).

According to (3.3A),

we have to add the ith column in (11), r-multiplied
by Q, to the jth column,
and the jth row, /-multiplied by —Q, to the ith row. Because of i>j, the triangular form (11) of 21is not disturbed:

-%
i

'■

-%4i
*

' 21,^_

* .

Only the sets 2li\ with XSj and 2l„3-with p^i will be changed. We denote such
a special similarity

transformation

of 21as an elementary similarity

transforma-

tion of 21.All the 21«remain unchanged.
Consider again two related sets of square matrices 21 and 93, operating in
the vector spaces 93 and SB respectively. We assume that both split into irreducible constituents

§Ii
(12)

21=

%

*

212

21.

932

* ••.-•fjU

where 21„ has the degree a„ and 93„ has the degree b,. If P is an intertwining
matrix, we break up P according to the scheme (au ■ ■ ■ , ar \ h, • • • , bs); say
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P = (P«x) • Then the products 3IP and P93 can be obtained in the ordinary manner (§3.3). We say, therefore, that the intertwining
matrix P has been broken
up in accordance with the splitting of 31 and 23 in (12). Application
of (1.1 A)
to the homomorphic
mapping of 2S upon a subgroup of 93 then yields

(4.5A) Let 31 and 93 be two related sets of square matrices which split into
irreducible constituents (12), and let P be an intertwining matrix. We can apply
to 31 and 93 a succession of elementary similarity transformations
such that the
matrix P* which afterwards takes the place of P (cf. §4.2) contains in each row
and each column at most one term not equal to 0, if broken up in accordance with

the splitting of 31and 93.
If P*=(P*J,

then 3LP,*x= P*x93xbecause of this form of P*. If P*k*0,

then Pnx is nonsingular, according to (4.4B). Since for a given X this may occur for at most one value of k, after a succession of similarity transformations
of type (3.3C), each P*x is either 0 or a unit matrix.
Assume now that P is nonsingular so that 31and 93 are similar. Then every
row of P* must contain one P*x^0, say for instance Py^O. We denote the
sets similar to 31 and 93, which we have obtained by 31 and 93 again, and use

the notation (12). Then it easily follows from 31P*= P*93 by forming the first
rows of the products

that

0 = 93,1,0 = 93,2,• • ■, 0 = 93,-,,_i,Sli = 93,-.
We replace 93 by the similar set Zj\j93Z,_i,,the triangular

(cf. (3.3B)). Because

-i = 0,

form (12) of 93 is not disturbed,

i 70

-l

93;

The irreducible constituents
of 93 remain the same, only 93,_i and 93,-are interchanged. Such a similarity transformation
of 93 is an admissible permutation
of rows and columns which can always be applied, if 23,-,,-i = 0. According to
§4.2, P* must be replaced by P*Z,_i,„ i.e., the columns j—1 and j are to be
interchanged
(3.3B); but the essential properties
of P* are not destroyed.

Similarly, we can interchange

93,-with 93,_2, 93,-3, ■• • , 93i. The matrix P**

which takes the place of P will have the first row (I, 0, • • • , 0). We now work
with the second row of P**. The element P|* = 7 in it will not stand in the
first column. After a number of further admissible permutations
of rows and
columns, we may bring it into the second column. Continuing in this manner,

we will finally replace P by I. This gives (cf. (1.2A))
(4.5B) If 31 and 93, (12), are two similar sets of square matrices which break
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up into irreducible constituents, then it is possible to carry 93 into % by a succession of similarity transformations
of types (3.3A), (3.3B), and (3.3C)(1S).

5. The Loewy constituents
1. A set 21of square matrices of degree n is completely reducible, if the corresponding vector space 93 (with 21 and K as sets of operators) is completely
reducible. If we choose the composition series of 93 and the 5ß,-as in §2.1, then

the formula (11) takes the form

21i
212

2(p irreducible,

with zeros above and below the main diagonal.

Conversely,

if such a formula

holds, then 21is completely reducible.
In the general case, let

s = äKoDsrooäwo ■• oan, = {0}
be a Loewy series for 93. If we choose the basis of 93 by first taking a maximal
set of vectors of Wo which are r-independent
(mod 9D7i),then a maximal set of
vectors of 3)7i which are r-independent
(mod 3072),etc., then 21 has the form

Äi
(13)

and each $x is completely reducible, since 9Jix_i/907x is completely reducible.
We say that 21 here appears in a Loewy form; every Loewy form of 21 is obtained from a Loewy series of 93. Two Loewy forms are of special importance,
the lower and the upper Loewy form (19), corresponding
to the lower and upper
Loewy series of 93, both having the same length (cf. (2.4A)) which will be de-

noted by L=L(2l). We write them:

'81(a)

'8l(8D

(14)

21■

82(21)

8l-i(21)

8i(21).
(ls) These transformations

are to be applied to the form (12) of 21 and 93.

(I9) Cf. A. Loewy [14, 15], W. Knill [12], B. L. van der Waerden [29].

8i(21),
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where the first is the lower and the second is the upper Loewy form. The
lower Loewy constituents 8i(2I), 82(2!), • ■ • are numerated
starting from the
bottom, and the upper Loewy constituents
8i(2I), 82(2!), • • • starting from

the top.
The constituent
appear as bottom

8i(2I) is the maximal completely reducible set which can
constituent
of 21. If 21 splits into 93 and 8i(2l), then

8,+i(2l)~8l(93).
Similarly,

8i(2l) is the maximal

completely

reducible

set which can appear

as

a top constituent of 21; and if 21splits into 8i(2l) and 93, then

§*w(*)~8«(S).
The transformations
of 21 transform the space tyfli-i/ffi,-, (j^i), into a part
of itself and induce, therefore, a set of linear transformations
in the space.
This set is obtained from (13) by removing the rows and columns with an
index less than i or greater than j. We denote this set by ®(i ■ ■ ■j); its main
diagonal starts with
and ends with
Since in the case of the lower and
the upper Loewy series the groups 50tAare uniquely determined,
we have

(5.1A) The constituent 8(i ■ • ■j) of the lower Loewy normal form is uniquely
determined apart from similarity transformation.
The corresponding fact holds
for the upper Loewy normal form.

From (2.4B), we obtain

(5.IB) The Loewy constituents 8,(21) and 8l_,(21) (L = L(2I);i=l,2,

L)

have at least one common irreducible constituent.

2. Application of the theorems (2.2A) and (2.3A) gives
(5.2A) Let 21 and 93 be two related sets of square matrices,

both written in

Loewy form

3i
(15)

£1

21=

93 =

$2

3»
(3„ and $T completely reducible). Let P = (P«x) be an intertwining

matrix broken

up in accordance with the splitting (15) of 21and 93 (cf. §4.5). (a) If 21is in its
lower Loewy normal form, then PK\ = 0 for s —K>t—\.
Loewy normal form, then PK\ = 0 for k<X.
s>t,

(ß) If 93 is in its upper

In other words: In the case (a), P has the form given in (16a) below; if
the first s —t rows in P consist of zeros. In the case (ß), P has the form

1941]

(16^3); for s<t,

(16a)
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the last t—s columns

P =

(16/5)

P*-l.t-2
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consist of zeros:

0

0

Pt—l.t—2 Ps-l,t-l

0

Pe,t—2

Pt,t

Ps,t—1

Pn

0

0

P21

P22

0

P31

P32

P33

3. When a set 21 is given in the form (11), splitting into irreducible constituents, we can use the method of §2.5 in order to determine the Loewy
constituents
8(21). We consider one constituent
21»in 21,

(17)

21=

21.-

6 SDJ
where the rows and columns

x+1, i + 2, ■ ■ • , r of (11) are grouped

in 3). If (11) belongs to the composition

together

series 33, 93i, 932, ■ • • , 93r and tyr

is a complete residue system of 93r-i (mod 93T), then the question is whether
we can change *$»•so that it forms an admissible subgroup. The only freedom
which we have is that we can add arbitrary vectors of 93; to the basis elements
of 53,-. This amounts to an elementary
similarity
transformation
of (17), involving the second and third row and column (cf. §4.5). If after the change tyi
is an admissible subgroup, then © must become 0, since the modified "$»■
are
invariant
under 21. But an elementary
similarity transformation
replaces S

by £ + £)(? —(721,;so that the residue system 5J3»will be of the lowest kind, if
and only if this is 0 for a suitable Q, and 21,-will belong to Zi(2I). Hence
(5.3A) The first Loewy constituent ?i(2l) consists of those irreducible constituents 21i, (15), for which a matrix Q can be determined such that in (17)
After similarity transformations,
we may assume that all 21<of this type
stand in columns in which otherwise only zeros appear. In order to find 82(21)
we have to remove the rows and columns of the 21»"of lowest kind" from 21,
and treat the remaining set 93 in the same manner; we have ?„+i(2l) =?»(93).
Moving all the constituents
21 of lowest kind to the bottom by admissible
permutations
§4.5, ?i(21) will appear at the bottom of 21. After removing its
rows and columns from 21and treating the remainder in the same fashion, we
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finally arrive at the lower Loewy form of SI. It is remarkable
in this connection that the criterion (5.3A) only depends on the solution of linear equations
for the coefficients of the matrix Q.
4. The dualism between the upper and lower Loewy form can be realized
in the following manner. We replace every matrix A of SI by its transposed A',
§3.5. If 31 is in its lower normal form, (14), the new set 31' formed by all A'

will have the following form

8^(31)'
31'=
81(H)'
If we arrange the rows and columns in reverse order, 31' splits into the constituents
8i(3l)', • • • , 8l(3I)'.
In this manner,
we easily see that

8,(3I)'= ^(3l') (? = 1, 2, • • • , L; L=L(S1)=L(S1')).

(5.4A)

Using this method,
from those concerning

we can derive results concerning the upper Loewy form
the lower Loewy form in §5.3.

6. Additional

remarks

1. We consider two related sets 31and 93 of matrices
into irreducible constituents,
i.e.,

which split completely

fSli
932

31=
Sir

If P is an intertwining

matrix,

SLP = P93, we break

up P according

to this

splitting, P=(-P«x) (cf. §4.5). The condition for PtX becomes 3I«P«x= P,x93x.
Using Schur's

lemma, we obtain

(6.1 A) Let 31and 93 be two related sets of matrices which split completely into

irreducible constituents 31i, 3I2, • • • , 3Ir and 93i, 932,• • • , 93« respectively. If
P = (P«x) is an intertwining
matrix broken up in accordance with the splitting
of 31 and 93, then either P„x = 0, or 3l«~93x and PK\ is nonsingular and intertwines 31»and 93x- Conversely, if these conditions are satisfied P=(PK\)
inter-

twines 21and 93.
2. The matrices

P which intertwine

a set 31 of square matrices

with itself,

3LP= P3I, form a ring, the commuting ring 6(31) of 31.If P in 6(31) is a nonsingular matrix,

(6.2A)

then P_1 also belongs to 6(31). From Schur's

The commuting

ring of an irreducible

lemma,

set is a division

we find that

ring.

Denote

by &X21 the set which splits completely

SI, and by [21]* the set of all matrices
arbitrary
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elements

of SI. I.e.,
An • ■ • Alk

31

k XS1

into k equal constituents

(AK\) of degree k in which the AK\ are

(k times),

[SI]*:all

with AK\ in
Ahl ■ • • Akk

31J
We then state

(6.2B) (a) <S0fexa)=[G(S)]*. 08) // 31 contains 0 and I, then 6([3l]*)
= /feX6(3I).(7) 6(6(£X3l)) = £X66(31).
Proof, (a) follows at once from (6.1A). In the case of (ß), let P be a matrix
of 6([3l]*) and set P= (P«x) where all the P»x have the degree a of 31. We first
choose all AK\ = 0 except one, say Apa. From G4«x)(P«x) = (P«x)C<4«x), it follows that ApaP„\ = 0 forX9^a, ApaP„a=PppApa. Taking first A„, = IT, and then
taking p=a and taking App arbitrarily,
we obtain (ß). The statement
(7) is
obtained from (a) by applying (ß) to 6(31) instead of 31; the matrices 0 and I

belong to 6(31).
From (6.1A) and (6.2Ba) also follows

(6.2C) If 31splits completelyinto yfeiXSli,
• • • , fcrXSlr,where31i,SI2,• • • , 3tr
are irreducible

and not similar,

then 6(31) splits

completely

into

[6(311)]*,,

[6(312)],,, ■• • , [6(3tr)]v
The 6(31«) here
In the general
special case in the
3. With regard

may be reducible or irreducible (see §9.3 below).
case, a structure theory of the ring 6(31) is contained
results of Fitting(20).
to [31]*, we can prove

as a

(6.3A) If 31is reducible, so is [31]*.If 31is irreducible and contains 0 without consisting

of the zero matrix,

Proof. If 21 is reducible,
ents, i.e.,

then [31]* is irreducible.

we may assume

= (ff'

that it splits into two constitu-

X

Writing every ^4«x in the corresponding
form, (yl«x) appears as a matrix of
degree 2k. We rearrange the rows and columns, first taking those with an odd
index and then those with an even index. After this similarity transformation,

[21]*will split.
n Fitting [8].
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If 31satisfies the assumptions of the second part of (6.3A), and if [31]* were
reducible, then [X]k also would be reducible, where X is the ring generated
by 31. That this is not so can be easily seen from a simple argument
of
Weyl(21).
4. Next, we prove an extension of a theorem of A. H. Clifford(22)
(6.4A) Let 93 be a set of matrices of degree b and denote by § the set of all
matrices P of degree b for which 93P and P93 consist of the same matrices. The
total number of irreducible constituents of § is at least equal to the number L (93)
of Loewy constituents of93, §5.1.
Proof. After a similarity transformation
of 93, we may assume that 93 appears in its lower Loewy normal form. Let P be a fixed element of §. We
form the set 3 of all pairs (Bx, B2) of two elements Bi, B2 of 93 for which
B\P = PB2. To every element of 3 there corresponds
a first matrix Bi and
a second matrix B2. We thus obtain two related sets 93i and 932 such that
93iP = P932. Since 93i and 932 both consist of the same matrices as 93, both are
in their Loewy normal form. We can now apply (5.2A). Since 93i and 932 both
have L(93) Loewy constituents,
it follows that P breaks up into L(93) constituents
the degrees of which are the degrees of the Loewy constituents

8l(93), • • • , 8i(93). This holds for every P in
Clifford's case is obtained
ducible group ® of matrices.

and hence for §.

by taking for 93 a normal subgroup of an irreHere §2®
and hence § is irreducible.
Then

(6.4A) shows that L(93) = l, i.e., 93 is completely reducible.
If 31is an irreducible set, we may apply (6.4A) to 93= 6(31). Then §231,
and hence § again is irreducible
ble. If 6(31) had two nonsimilar

and L(93) = 1, i.e., 6(21) is completely reduciirreducible constituents,
then 6(6(31)) would

be reducible according to (6.2C), and hence 31CZ6(6(31))would be reducible.
This gives
(6.4B) 1/ 31 is an irreducible set of matrices,
and all its irreducible constituents are similar.

6(31) is completely reducible,

From (6.2C), we also obtain

(6.4C) If 31is completely reducible, so is 6(31).
5. For the actual construction
mark is sometimes useful.

of intertwining

matrices,

the following

re-

(6.5A) Let 31 and 93 be related sets of matrices and assume that 31 consists
(21)Cf. Weyl [31, p. 86]. The basis of the argument is the following remark. If 21^ {0} is
an irreducible semigroup of matrices of degree a, if Z^O is a fixed a-dimensional
vector, then
every a-dimensional
vector can be written as a finite sum^AZcA
where the A are elements of 21
and the ca are elements of K. If this were not so, the vectors of this type would form an invariant
subspace.

n Clifford [6].
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of nonsingular matrices. For corresponding matrices A and B, let the vector U
undergo the transformation contragredient to A, and let X undergo the transformation B; i.e.,

(18)

[/—»£/*= UA~\

X -* X* = BX.

The matrix P intertwines 21and 33, if and only if UPX is an invariant
pair of corresponding transformations
(18).

Indeed, from U*PX*=UPX,

for each

it follows that UA~1PBX=UPX for all U

and X, and hence A~lPB=P.
6. We conclude this section by proving
stituents of reducible sets.

some properties

of the Loewy con-

(6.6A) If 21is a reducible set of matrices

then 8,(21) splits into 8,(£) and constituents of 8i(®), 82(®), • ■•, 8,(®)(23).
Similarly,8,(21)splits into8,(®)and constituents of8i(§)> 82(£>), • ■ • ,8,(£>)(23).
Proof. We may assume that ® and § both appear in their lower Loewy
normal forms. In order to find 8i(2l), we may use the method of §5.3. It is
obvious that 8i(21) will be built up from 8i(§) and, perhaps, some constituents of 8i(@). We may assume that all these constituents
stand in columns
which otherwise consist of zeros. Removing the rows and columns of these
constituents
from 21, we obtain a set

where ®* is a top constituent
seen, using the same method,

of ®, and §* a top constituent of §. It is easily
that if an irreducible constituent
of ©* belongs

to L,(®*), it belongs in ® either to Ly(®) or L)+1(®). If for 21*the first part
of the statement
has been proved, as we may assume, it follows easily for ®.
The second part is obtained from the first by going over to the transposed
matrix as in §5.4.

As a corollary:

(6.6B) We have L(21)^L(®) and L(2l)^L(§).
The situation is far simpler, if 3 = 0 in (19) of (6.6A). We then have the
following:
(6.6C) If the set 21 breaks up completely into two constituents
(23) Some of these constituents

may be missing.

® and

then
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L,(2l) breaks up into L,(@) and L<(§); L,(3I) breaks up into Z,(@) and
Further, Z(2l)=max (L(@), L(§)).
The proof again is obtained

by the method

of §5.3 and is similar to, but

simpler than that of (6.6A).
7. Group pairs and associated

sets of matrices

1. Consider three Abelian groups U, 93, and SB, each written with addition as group combination.
We assume that the "product" uv of an element u
of U with an element v of S3 is defined as an element of SB such that the dis-

tributive laws hold,
(Ui +

Ui)V = UiV +

Utf),

u(vi

+

Vi) = UVi +

UV2,

for any u, U\, w2 in U and any v, vlt v2 in 33(25).
If U has a set of operators T, and 33 a set of operators A, we write the operation in U as /-multiplication
and the operation in 33 as r-multiplication.
We
then assume that SB possesses the two sets of operators
T and A, the first
corresponding
to /-multiplication
and the second to r-multiplication,
and that
the associative laws hold,

y(uv) — (yu)v,

(uv)8 - u(v8),

y(w8) = (yw)8,

for any u in U, v in 33, w in SB, y in T, 8 in A. If all these conditions are satisfied, we say that (U, 33) is a group pair.
An r-annihilator v0 is an element of S3 for which lh»o= 0, i.e., uv0 is the zeroelement of SB for every u in U. All these r-annihilators
form an (admissible)
subgroup
33o of 33. Similarly,
the /-annihilators
Uo in U with Wo33= 0 form a
subgroup Uo of 11. If we set (Uo+w)(33o+7-') =uv, then (U/Uo, 33/33o) becomes a
group pair in which there are no /-annihilators
or r-annihilators
except the
zero elements. Such a group pair is said to be primitivei^).
2. Let (U, 33) be a group pair in which the zero element is the only /-annihilator: Uo = 0. We consider a set S3 of homomorphic(27)
mappings B of 33
upon itself or a subgroup of 33. We say that the group pair (U, 33) admits the
transformations
B of S3, if to each B: v-^v* there corresponds a transformation A : u—>u* of U upon itself or a subgroup of U, such that

(20)

u*v = uv*

for all u in U and all v in 33. The element
if B and u are given. Further

(7.2A)

u* is uniquely

determined

The mapping A is a homomorphism.

(M) Some of these constituents
may be missing.
(26) Such group pairs U, 33 have first been considered

(M) Cf. Pontrjagin

by Pontrjagin

[23].

(") As always, this is to mean operator-homomorphic

mappings.

[23].

by (20),
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Proof. We have (for u, u\, u2 in U, v in 23, y in T)
(«1 + U2)*V — («1 + U2)v* = UiV* +

u2v*

' u*v + u2*v = (u*

+ u2*)v,

(yu)*v = (yu)v* = y(uv*) = y(u*v) = (yu*)v

which imply (ui-\-u2)* = u*+u2*, (yu)* =yu*.
We call the set 21 of all these transformations
A the set which is associated
with 23 by the group pair (U, 23). Because of the symmetry
of (20) we have
(7.2B)

If the group pair (11, 23) is primitive,

the relationship

between 21 and

23 is reciprocal.
Indeed, if we start from the mapping A: u^>u* of U, we see from (20)
that the pair (U, 23) admits the transformations
of 21, and that 23 is the asso-

ciated set.
3. Let (U, 23) be again a group pair with 0 as the only /-annihilator.
Every
element u generates a homomorphic
mapping v—>uv of 23 upon a subgroup
of 2B which is an operator-homomorphism
with regard to the operators of A.
All such operator-homomorphic
mappings of 23 upon a subgroup of 20 form
an additive group U which possesses the elements of T as /-operators.
Then U
is (operator-) isomorphic with a subgroup of 11; we may consider U itself as

a subgroup of UIf 73: v—*v*is a homomorphic
mapping of 23 upon 23 or a subgroup of 23,
and if ü is any element of 11, then v—niv* is an operator-homomorphic
mapping
of 23 upon a subgroup of 2B (with regard to the operators of A). It then is given
by an element ü* of U, and we have ü*v = üv*. Hence

(7.3A) If (U, 23) is a group pair without nonzero l-annihilators, we can replace U by a larger group 11 such that (11, 23) admits every set 23 of homomorphic
mappings of 23 upon a subgroup of 23.
4. Let us restrict ourselves to the case that U is a contragredient
vector
space and 23 a cogredient vector space, the coordinates of the vectors taken
from a fixed division ring K. We then take T=A = 7£ in §7.1, and assume that
2B is an w-dimensional
cogredient vector space, and that /-multiplication
of
an element W with an element k of K is performed by /-multiplying
each component of Wwith k(28). We say in this case that (U, 23) form a group pair of
rank m. Assume that 0 is the only /-annihilator.
Let n be the number of dimensions of 23. Since every element U of U corresponds to an operator-homomorphic
mapping of 23 upon a subgroup of 2B
(with regard to r-operators),
it is given by a matrix of type (m, n) with coefficients in K. We may identify 77 with this matrix; the products kU and UV
(2S) We may then consider 933 also as a contragredient
vector space, if we consider only the
addition in 9B and the /-multiplication
with elements of K. There will be no danger of a confusion, since we shall not perform linear transformations
in 933.
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for k in K, V in 95 then have the ordinary significance (cf. §3). The number
of dimensions of U is mn.
Every mapping B of 95 of the kind considered in §7.3 is a linear transformation V—>V* and hence given by a matrix (bK\) of degree n which we also
denote by B setting V* = BV. The associated mapping A : U—*U* of U is de-

fined by V*V=UV* or V*_V=VB V which implies TJ*=UB. This^of course,
is a linear transformation
A of U whose matrix we also denote by A. We may
consider U as a direct sum of m w-dimensional
vector spaces Xi, • • ■ , Xm
where in the matrices of Xi only the coefficients in the ith row are different
from 0. If we choose a basis E(f of Xi by taking the jth coefficients of the ith
row equal to 1, and all the other coefficients equal to 0, we see that A transforms E(ij into EfB=^fij\E<x.
This proves Xi invariant under A, the matrix
of the induced transformation
being B. Hence A=mXB.
The set 21associated

with a set 93 of transformations

73 by the pair (U, 93) is then 2l = wX93.

If U is a subgroup of U, and the group pair (U, 93) admits the transformations of 93, then U must be a subspace of U invariant under 21. The transformations of U induced by 21 form a top constituent
21 of 21, and this 21 is the set
associated with 93 by the group pair (U, 93). Hence (cf. §4.3)

(7.4A) Let U be a contragredient vector space and 95 a cogredient vector space
both forming a group pair of rank m. If 0 is the only l-annihilator,
and (U, 93)
admits the set 93 of homomorphic mappings of 93 upon 95 or a subgroup of 95,
then the associated set 21 is a top constituent of ?nX93.
In the same manner,

we prove

(7.4B) 7/0 is the only r-annihilator
21 of homomorphic
of transformations

in (U, 95), and (U, 93) admits the set

mappings of U upon a subgroup of 11, then the associated
of 93 is an end constituent of mX%-

set

That we here obtain an end constituent
instead of a top constituent
as in
(7.4A) is due to the fact that 95 is a cogredient vector space. The transformations induced in an invariant
subspace are end constituents
(cf. §4.3).
5. Let us apply the preceding considerations
to sets 93 of matrices of degree n with coefficients in the division ring K. Let m>0 be a given integer.
We say that a set U of matrices of type (m, n) with coefficients in K is a
(K, $&)-double module, if U contains the matrices Ui+U2, kU, UB for any
U, Ui, U2 in U, any k in K, and any B in 93. We then choose an /-basis
Ui, U2, ■ ■ • , Uk of U. Since any product C/,73lies in U again, we have formulae
k

(21)

UKB = £

aAUx,

k=l,2,---,k,

x=i

with coefficients a«x in K. We say that the set 21 of all the matrices A = (aK\)
is the set associated with 93 by the double module U. The degree k of 21 is the
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/-rank of 11. If 93 is closed under addition or multiplication,
the set 31 is homomorphic with 93 with regard to this operation(29).
If the /-basis UKis replaced
by another /-basis, 21 is replaced by a similar set.
If 93 is the w-dimensional cogredient vector space in which the transformations of 93 take place, then (U, 93) form a group pair, the product
UV of a
matrix U of U and a vector 93 being defined in the ordinary manner. This
group pair (U, 93) is of rank m, and 0 is the only /-annihilator.
Further, (U, 93) admits the transformations
93 of 93, and 21 is the associated set in the sense of §7.2, since the transformation
UK—*UKBin the contragedient
vectors space with the basis Ui, U2, ■ ■ ■ , 77* has the matrix A
according to (21). From (7.4A) there follows

(7.5A) 7/11 is a (K, Sß)-double module, consisting of matrices of type (m, n),
then U associates the set of matrices 93 of degree n with a set 21 which is a top con-

stituent of wX93.
The r-annihilators

of (U, 93) will form a subspace

93oof 93 which is invari-

ant under 93 since U-BV0Q\1V0= (0) for F0 in 930,B in 93. Let 930be the set
of transformations
of 93/93o induced by 93; then 93o is a top constituent
of 93
according to §4.3. We may consider (11, 93/ 93o) as a primitive group pair consisting of a contragredient
vector space 11 and a cogredient
vector space
93/93o. The rank of this group pair still is m.HB:
V—>F* is a transformation
of 93, and A: U—+U* the corresponding
transformation
of 21, then we have
U*V= UV*. The corresponding
equation holds, when we replace V and F*
by their residue class modulo 93o- Then V* = B0V (mod 93o) where B0 is the
matrix of 93ocorresponding
to B in 93. Consequently,
the group pair (U, 93/ 93o)
associates the set of transformations
93oof 93/93o with the set 21of transformations of U and vice versa (cf. (7.2B)).

Then from (7.4B) we obtain
i
(7.5B) In (7.5A) let 93obe the set of all n-dimensional vectors V0for which
UV0 = 0 for every U in U. Then 93ois invariant under 93. If 930is the top constituent of 93, consisting of the transformations
of 93/930 induced by 93, then 93o is
an end constituent of mX21.

6. We can now apply (6.6A), (6.6B), and (6.6C) and obtain
(7.6A) In the notation of (7.5A) and (7.5B) 21and 93ohave the same number
of Loewy constituents: L(21) =L(93o). Every irreducible constituent of 8,(930) appears in 8,(21), and every irreducible constituent of £,-(21) appears in some 8,-+,-(93o)
with jSiO. Every irreducible constituent 8,(31) appears in 8,(93o), and every irreducible constituent o/8,(93o) appears in some 8,+j(21) with ji^O.

We have the corollary
(29) In the notation

SI of 93.

of E. Noether

[20], 11 is a representation

module for the representation
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(7.6B) The sets 21 and 93o have-the same irreducible
necessarily with the same multiplicities.
It is also possible to make some statements

constituents

concerning

though not

the multiplicities,

e.g.,
(7.6C) If an irreducible constituent g appears h times in L,(93o), it appears
at least h/m times in Lt(2I). {Similarly in the other cases.)

7. As an application,

we prove the following

theorem:

(7.7A) Let 93 be a set of matrices which has no constituents (0), and let U
be a (K, 93) double module consisting of matrices of type [m, n). The necessary
and sufficient condition that a matrix Z of type im, n) belongs to U is that ZB

belongs to IXfor every B in 93.
Proof. Let U\, U2, ■■ ■ , Uk be an /-basis of U. If Z does not belong to U,
then Ui, U2, ■ ■ ■, Uk, Z will be an /-basis of a (K, 93)-double module U*. The
set associated

with 93 by U* has the form

-0 o>
where 21 is the associated set with 93 by II. According to (7.6A) every irreducible constituent
of 21* must appear in 93 whereas 0 is no constituent
of 93.
Hence Z must belong to U.
8. Finally, we give some formulae showing the relationship
between 21 and
93 in a more formal manner.

(7.8A) Let 21 and 93 be two related sets of matrices of degrees k and n respectively, let m be a positive integer, and h$ a set of kmn elements of K

(k=1, 2, • • • , k; p-l,
matrices,

2, ■■ ■, m; v = \, 2, ■ ■ ■, n). We form three sets of

Uc of type (m, n), Tv of type (k, m) and P„ of type (k, n):

(22)

U. = (h%);

T, = (A*);

P. = OC),

where a is the row index and ß the column index. The three sets of relations
corresponding
A = (aa$) and B = (baß))

(23a)

UaB = X aaßUß,

(23b)

ATv=Y,Txbx„

(23c)

21P„= P„93

are equivalent.
Proof. All three relations

are equivalent

to

^ hp\ b\, = X aaßhpv.

(for
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The equation (23a) is identical with (21). The
matrices of the form ^r,c„,
c„ in K, form what
module X. If the T, are r-independent,
this X
again expresses the reciprocity between 93 and

8. The regular

529

equation (23b) shows that all
we may call an (21, K) double
associates 21 with 93, and this
21.

representation

1. We now consider a set ® of square matrices which forms a semi-group,
i.e., which contains the product of any two of its matrices. Let Ui, U~2,■ ■ ■, U~k
be an /-basis of ®. The linear combinations
UKwith arbitrary coefficients
in K form a (K, ®)-double module which we call the enveloping module 937(®)
of ®. For G in ©, we have the formulae

(24)

U<G= £ r*Ux,

in K,

x

and the matrices R=(rK\) form the associated set
The mapping G—>R is
a homomorphism
with regard to multiplication.
In other words, 9? is a representation of ®, known as the regular representation^)
of ©. If the /-basis UK
is replaced by another /-basis of 9D?(®), then 9t is replaced by a similar set(31).
The degree of the regular representation
is equal to the /-rank of ®.
2. Let 93 be the space in which the transformations
of ® take place. We

shall apply (7.5A) and (7.5B) (for U = 5D7(®)).Here 93oconsists of those vectors V for which 2)?(®)F=0.
This condition is equivalent with ®F=0,
and
hence ® induces the transformation
0 in 93o- It follows that in a suitable coordinate system

(25)

®~(@;

o),

where the constituent
0 at the bottom is of degree w0^0(32). It is not possible
to find a similar set with a bottom constituent
0 of higher degree. From the
theorems in §7.5 and §7.6 we derive:

(8.2A) Let & be a semigroup of matrices of degree n. We split @ into a constituent ®o and a bottom constituent 0 of highest possible degree, (25). The regular representation 37 of ® is a top constituent of wX®o, and ®0 is an end

constituent of « X3t.
(8.2B) We have L($K)=L(®0). Every irreducible constituent of L,(®0) appears in S,(9{), and every irreducible constituent o/?,(97) appears in some 8,+,(®o)
(30) por properties

of the regular representation,

cf. Frobenius

[9 ], MacDuffee

[16], Brauer

and Nesbitt [4], Nesbitt [19], Nakayama [18].
(31) It should be noticed that in the case of a non-commutative
K, the module 9J?(®) is,
in general, not a ring. Further, similar semi-groups © and ®i may have different /-ranks and
different regular representations.
(32) If n0 = 0, then the constituent 0 in (25) is missing.
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Every irreducible constituent
constituent of 8<(®o) appears

These results

lead to the following

[May

of 8;(9i) appears in 8»(®o), and every
in some 8;+,-(9i") with j^O.

corollaries:

(8.2C) We have either L(9t) =L(®), or £(97) = £(®) -1. 1/ S,(@) (foes «o/
contain a constituent

0, we /zaae the first case.

(8.2D) The sets ® and 9? have the same irreducible constituents, except perhaps constituents 0 which may appear in @ without appearing in 9t.

(8.2E) If ® is completely reducible, so is 97.
For £(®) = 1 implies £(9?) = 1 by (8.2C), and this is equivalent

to the com-

plete reducibility of 9?.
In certain

cases, ®0 can be replaced

by ®. We can prove

(8.2F) If 50?(®) contains a matrix Jy^O such that JG = G for every G in ®,
then ® splits completely into ®0 and a constituent 0, and we have £(97) =£(®)
= £(®o), 8»(®) = 8i(®o)/or every i^2. The assumption is satisfied, in particu-

lar, when ® has a l-unit J.
Proof. Assume that Q~l&Q splits in the form (25). The last na columns in
all the matrices of Q_1®<2 vanish. The same then is true for <2(2_1®<2 = ®<2,

hence for 507and

for Q-lfBl(®)Q. We may set

since J belongs to 507(®). From JG = G, we obtain F®„ = 6 or S= F®0-OF.
This shows that after an elementary
similarity transformation,
we may replace 6 by 0. This shows the first part of (8.2F); the other statements
follow

from it.
From (7.7A), we obtain at once

(8.2G) Let ® be a semigroup of matrices of degree n which has no constituent 0. A necessary and sufficient condition that a matrix Z of degree n belongs
to 507(®) is that ZG belongs to 507(®) for every G in ®. In particular, the unit

matrix I belongs to 507(®).
3. In certain

cases, the theorem

(8.2B) can be improved.

We prove:

(8.3A) Assume that the semigroup ® itself appears in its lower Loewy normal form, and that no constituent 0 appears in ®. Every irreducible constituent

of ?i(@) is also a constituent o/8i(5R), Ls(9?), • • • , 8«(5R).
Proof. Assume that the semigroup

® itself splits into several constituents,

one of which is §. Denote by Wi, Wi, ■ • ■ , Wk the matrices of 5D7(£>)which
correspond

to an Z-basis U\, Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Uk of 507(®). Obviously,

we can choose

1941]
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Uk such that Wi= ■ ■ ■ = Wj = 0 and Wj+h ■ ■ ■ , Wk form an

/-basis of $Dc(£>).If G in ® corresponds

to H in §, then

(24) implies

W.H = £ r«xIFx
and we easily see that 97 splits into a top constituent
of degree j and the regular representation
9i* of § as end constituent.
From (6.6A) and (8.2B) it follows that every irreducible constituent
of ?„(§) appears in £,.(97); (0) is not a
constituent
of §.
We now choose § as the constituent
of ® which contains the Loewy con-

stituents

SL(@), • ■ • , 8?(@). Then ?„(§)= 2ß+,-i(®),

and for i = v+ß-l,

we obtain the statement
of (8.3A).
If the underlying division ring is a field, there is no restriction
in the assumption that @ itself is in its lower Loewy normal form, since similar semigroups here have the same regular representation.
4. A discussion, analogous to that in §8.1, is possible with regard to an
r-basis Ui, ■ ■ ■ , Ui of @. Here we set

(26)

GÜx = Z

sA in K,

K

and G—>S=(sK\) defines the second regular representation
transposed matrices (cf. (3.5)) in (26), we obtain

of ®. Going over to

(8.4A) The second regular representation
& of a semigroup
pose of the first regular representation
of the transposed set ®'.
This remark allows us to restrict
regular representation.

ourselves

9. Irreducible

® is the trans-

to the consideration

of the first

semigroups

1. We now consider irreducible
semigroups
®?^(0) consisting of square
matrices of degree n with coefficients in the division ring K. Since the degree
of the regular representation
equals the /-rank of @, we obtain from (8.2B):

(9.1A) If ® is an irreducible semigroup of degree n and l-rank
regular representation 97 of ® is similar to (k/n) X®. In particular,
is a multiple of the degree.

k, then the
the l-rank

We wish to characterize
the number k/n by means of the commuting ring
S(®) of ®. Denoting the row (0, ■ ■ • , 0, 1, 0, ■ • ■ , 0) with the ith component
1 by Ei} we see that E,C is the ith row of the matrix C. We determine the
largest number h of indices pu p2, ■ ■ ■ , ph, with 1 SPiSn,
such that conditions

(27)
imply

X) EfCß = °>
CH = 0 for all pi. Since all the

in <S(®)>Mranging over pt, ■• ■ , Ph,
C^O

in 6(@) are nonsingular

(cf.
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(6.2A)), we have
1. The pi are all distinct, since if for example pi=p2, we
could set CP1= —C^27^0, and all the later C„ = 0 in (27). We denote this number h as the h-number of 6(®), and state

(9.IB) The quotient k/n in (9.1A) is equal to the h-number of S(®).
Proof. Assume first that h<n. For any fixed i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, we can find
matrices CPi (p=pu • • • , ph) and C< in S(®) such that

(28)

+ EiCi = 0

and not all CPi, d vanish. Then d^O, because otherwise
cal with (27) for CPi = Cß, and all these matrices would
of (6.2A), Ci is nonsingular,
and if we r-multiply
(28)
see that we may assume d = I. We then multiply (28) by

(28) would be identialso vanish. Because
by its reciprocal, we
an arbitrary element

G of ®, and obtain

(29)

0 = E E,C,iG + EiG = £ EpGCpi+ Efi.

Denote by h, t2, ■ ■ ■, hn the hn coefficients appearing in the rows pi, p2, ■ ■ •, ph
of G. Since EiG is the ith row of G, and Efi the juth row of G, we see from (29)
that every fixed coefficient of G, say in the ith row andjth column, is a linear
function ^Xyp, where the y„ are elements of K which are independent
of G
(but dependent
on i, j). Then G has the form G=32^Qp> where the Qp are
fixed matrices, and this shows that the Z-rank k of ® is not larger than hn. This
is also true, if h = n, since certainly kSn2. Thus we always have k/nSh.
On the other hand, we may choose an /-basis U\, U2, ■ • ■ , Uk of SD7(®),
such that the regular representation
97 with regard to this basis has the form

(cf. (9.1A))

(30)

97 = j X ®,

j = k/n.

We now apply (7.8A) to 21= 97 and 93= ®, using for Ut the notation of the
first formula (22) and defining Pß by the last formula (22); we have here m = n.
For the n matrices Pp which intertwine 97 and ® (p= 1, 2, • ■ ■ , «), according
to (22), we have

(31)

(»)

EyPß = E„Uy = (AMi

We break up each matrix

P„ according

(>0

M

A„„).

to the scheme

(n, n, • ■ • , n\n),

6,1
(32)

Because

PM =

of (30), each

intertwines

■

® with ®; i.e., Qpp belongs

to S(®).
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Choose any j+1

values^

from 1, 2, • ■ ■ , n, and consider the j linear equations

£ Q>iX,
= o, • • • , z

= o.

Since the coefficients lie in the division ring
knowns Xi than equations,
there is a non-trivial

(3.4)). Then ^?A

= 0. On /-multiplying

(33)
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and we have more unsolution Xi in
(cf.

by Er and using (31), we obtain

Y, EßUrXß= 0.
c

We now determine

«i, • • • , gn in K such that zz-^

=This

is possible (cf.

(8.2G)). Since z,Eß = Eßzv, /-multiplication
of (33) with z, and addition over v
yields 32,EßXß = Q. Since the Xß are elements of @(@) which do not all vanish,
this is a relation (27). For any j+1 indices p, we have a non-trivial
relation
of this kind. Hence j+1 >h, i.e., j^/j. Because of (30), we have k/n^h.
Since
we also showed k/nSh,
the statement is proved.
In the notation of the first part of this proof, it now follows that the matrices Q„ are /-independent
and belong to 9J?(@), since otherwise 3D7(@)would
have an /-rank smaller than hn. Further,
h, ■ ■ ■ , thn are the coefficients in

the rows pi, • • ■, ßh of 31tpQp.Hence
(9.1C) In the notation of (9.IB), the coefficients in h suitable rows p\, ■ ■ ■, pi,
of a matrix M of 9)7(®) can be assigned as arbitrary elements of K, and then M
is determined uniquely. We can choose the indices p as in (27).
2. Let v be the r-rank of (5(@). There exist at most jv matrices (32) which
are r-independent,
since Qpp lies in ©(©), where j —k/n = h. If we now choose
more than hv distinct indices p from 1, 2, • ■ • , n (assuming that n>hv), then
the matrices Pp are r-dependent
and we have equations 3lPßxß = 0 (xß in K,
not all of them 0). We proceed as in the second part of the proof of

(9.IB). On /-multiplying

with E, and using (31), we find 32EßUvkß = 0

(summed over p). Again, /-multiplying
by the same z„ as above and adding,
we find 32lEßxß = 0. But this implies #„ = 0, which gives a contradiction.
Hence

nShv, which gives
(9.2A) Let ® be an irreducible

semigroup

of degree n. If ® has the l-rank k,

and 6(@) has the r-rank v, then n2Skv.
This can be considered as a generalization
of Burnside's theorem (cf. §9.4).
3. Consider a similarity transformation
applied to the irreducible semigroup @. The same transformation,
then, is to be applied to S(@). According
to (6.4B), the set &(©) has only one irreducible constituent
SB, and after the
similarity transformation,
we may assume that

(34)

<£(®)= 5 X SB

where n/s = t is the degree of SB.
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% is a division ring. From (6.2B)

6<S(@)= <S(*X SB)= [g(SB)]»= [t].;
and since ®C©5(®),

we have

® C [SE]..
The irreducibility

of ® implies the irreducibility

of X, from the first part

of

theorem (6.3A). Obviously, S(£)3SB. If we had 6(£)DSB, then, according
to (6.2B) we would have 6(@)2<5([2:].) = sX6(£)DsXSB=S(®),
which is
impossible. Hence SB and X both are irreducible division rings consisting
matrices of degree t, and each is the commuting
set of the other.
We now apply theorem (9.IB) toX instead of ®. If ha is the A-number

of
of

6(2:)= SB, and z the /-rank of X, then h0 = z/t. But (34) shows that the/j-number of 6(®) is h = sh0, and hence
(35)

k/n = h = sho = sz/t

which implies k—s2z since n = st. Consequently,
© and
/-rank, and therefore W(&>) = Tl([X]s). Thus we have

[X]s have the same

(9.3A) Any irreducible semigroup @ of degree n is, after a similarity transformation, contained in a set [X]s where X is an irreducible set of matrices of
degree n/s = t forming a division ring, and © and [X]s have the same l-rank and
hence the same enveloping module, 9Jc(@) = 9Jc([£],). Further, SB = 6(J) is the
only irreducible constituent of S(@) and its multiplicity is s, i.e., 6(@) =sXSB.

Conversely, S = S(SB).
Let v be the /-rank of 6(®) which by (34) is also the /-rank of SB, and let z
be the /-rank of X. From (35), we obtain
kv
n2

sz v
t

n

z

v

t

t

Both fractions on the right side are integers; they give the multiplicity
of X
and of SB in their regular representations.
The same is true if we take for v
the r-rank of S(®). Then v/t is the multiplicity
of SB in its second regular
representation.
Hence we have

(9.3B) If in (9.3A) the set X has the l-rank z, if ® has the l-rank k, and SBthe
l-rank v (or the r-rank v), then kv/n2= (z/t)(v/t)

where z/t and v/t are integers.

This gives, of course, the inequality of (9.2A); but it is not sufficient for
a proof of (9.2A) in the general case, since we applied here a similarity transformation which may have changed the original ranks.
4. If the underlying
division ring K is a field(33), then /-rank and r-rank
(33) For this case, compare,

for instance,

Weyl

[31].
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always coincide. Further 907(£)=£,
since every linear combination
of elements of 2! commutes with every element SB. Similarly, 9Jc(3B)=SB.
If ® is an irreducible
algebra of matrices, then 9J?(®)=®,
and (9.3A)
shows that ®~[£],
where 2! itself is an irreducible division algebra over K.
This is Wedderburn's
theorem.
For an irreducible division algebra ® of matrices, the number h = k/n must
be equal to 1; as follows for instance from (9.1C) since here it is certainly
impossible to choose the coefficients in two rows arbitrarily.
For such a ®
the rank k and the degree n are equal.
If we apply this to X and SB in (9.3B), we have z = t and v = t and hence
kv = »2,

(36)

where n is the degree of the irreducible semigroup ®, k is the rank of ®, and v
the rank of @(®). This is the generalized
Burnside theorem. We obtain the
original theorem when we assume that the field K is algebraically
closed, and
therefore v—1, i.e., k = n2. This can also be derived from (9.2A),

We also obtain
(9.4A) If K is a field, and ® an irreducible

algebra of matrices,

we have

6(S(®)) = ®.
Proof. We have 93?(®) = ®, and, because
is not affected by a similarity transformation.

of the commutativity
of K, this
We may assume ® in the form

©=[£]..
Further, W(X)=X. Then (9.3A) in connection with (6.2B) gives
6(6(@)) =©(5X3B) = [6(SB)].= [£]. = ®. The same equation ©S(@) = ® must
have been true then, before ® was subjected

to the similarity

transformation

mentioned in (9.3A).

10. On the representation

of sets of matrices

as direct

sums.

The radical
1. We say that

a set Q of square

matrices

of degree n is the sum of two

subsets 21and S3, if O consists of all the matrices A+B with A in 21,B in S3.

We write 0 = 2I©S3,if, besides, we have 2193
= 0 and 9321
= 0 (i.e., .4.5 = 0 and
BA =0 for any A in 21and any B in 93) (34). We first prove
(10.1A) If the semigroup ® breaks up completely into m distinct
similar) irreducible constituents

(37)

®=

Si
m

(34) The notation

here is different from that in §4.1.

(i.e., non-
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■ • ■ +km of the l-ranks k, of

This is a generalization
of the Frobenius-Schur
theorem (35).
Proof. We can find an /-basis of 937(®) such that for a fixed v the last k,
basis elements have k, /-independent
matrices in the place of g„. After subtracting a suitable linear combination
of these basis elements from the first
k —k, basis elements, we may assume that the latter have 0 in the place of %y.
On forming the regular representation
97 of ® with regard to this basis, we
obtain

where 9L is the regular representation
of
If /»is the degree of
we have
9L=(ß,.//I<) X.%, (cf. (9.1A)). The constituents
%y of 97 occupy therefore at
least kv ordinary rows and columns of 97. The degree k of 9f, then, cannot
be smaller than the sum of all the ky. On the other hand, (37) shows that
kSki+
• • • +km, and this proves the statement.
At the same time, we see

ent

(10.IB) The regular representation 9J of ® in (10.1 A) contains the constituwith the multiplicity ky/fy, where f, is the degree of
The result

(10.1C)

(10.1A) can be formulated

Under the assumption

in the following

manner:

of (10.1A), the module 907(®) is a direct sum

902(®)= Ui©U2© • • • SU™ where 11„ consists of those matrices 907(®) which
have nonzero elements only in the place of the constituent
Proof. Let Mß be an arbitrary

element

937©,.) of 997(®).

of 907(5,,) (p = 1, 2, • • • , m), and set

Mi
M =
m

All these M form a (K, ®)-double module 997.We have 9073907
(®Y_andboth
these modules have the same /-rank according to (10.1A). Hence 907= 9J7(®).
We now choose Mß arbitrarily
in 907(3>)> and My = 0 for Vr^p. The corresponding M form a submodule
U„ of 907(®), and 907(®) is the direct sum

Ui© ■• • ©IL,.
2. In order to study further the decomposition
into direct sums, we consider two sets of square matrices 21 and 93 of the same degree n, such that
2193= 0. Let 93 be the space in which the transformations
of 21 and 93 take
place. Let 93obe the subspace consisting of those vectors Fo for which 21Fo = 0.
Then we have 9393C93o. If 93o has 5 dimensions and we choose a basis of 93
(3B)Frobenius-Schur

[lO],
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in which the last s vectors form a basis of 93o, then in the corresponding
similar
set P_121P the last s columns consist of zeros, and in P_193P the first s rows
consist of zeros. Hence

(10.2A) If 21 and 93 are two sets of square matrices of degree n and 2193= 0,
then we can find a similarity transformation
P such that

(38)
where both sets are broken up according

to the same scheme (n —s, s\n— s, s).

We may have here 5 = 0, if 93 = 0. Then the second row and column in (38)
are missing. Similarly, we may have s = n, if 21= 0, and then the first row and
column in (38) are missing. If 21^0, 93?^0, the set O consisting of all sums

A+B with A in 21, B in 93 is reducible. This gives
(10.2B)

The set !!„ in (10.1C) cannot be written as a direct sum 21©93 with

21^0, 93^0.
3. As an application

(10.3A)

of (10.2A), we prove

Let O be a set of square matrices of degree n which has no constitu-

ents 0. If O can be written as a sum 0 = 2I©93 with 21^0, 93^0, then there
exists a similarity

transformation

P such that

and P_121P consists of the matrices of P_1QP which have 0 in the place of 93i
and P_t93P consists of those matrices of P-1OP which have 0 in the place of 2li.

Proof. We may determine P such that P_121P and P-193P have the form
(38). The set 93i has no constituent
0, since otherwise
0 would also be a
constituent
of the sum of the two sets (38), and hence of O. If § is the semigroup generated by P_193P, and 507(§) its enveloping module, then the mat-

rices M of 507(§) are Z-annihilators of P~l2lP. Further 507Op)breaks up in the
same form as P_193P
507(§i) where §i is the
set 507(§i) contains the
in the place of 507(§i),

in (38) the first constituent
being 0 and the second
semigroup generated by 93i- According to (8.2G) this
unit matrix I. Let / be a matrix of 507($) which has I
and let A be an arbitrary element of 21. We set

Because of J(P~1AP) =0, we have DAi+C = 0. We subtract the first row in
(38), Z-multiplied by D, from the second row and add the second column,
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r-multiplied
by D, to the first column. This amounts to a similarity
transformation
(cf. (3.3A)). Afterwards
we have (5 = 0, and we may assume that

this is also true in (38). Then 3321= 0 implies £)2li = 0. Since 2li also has no
constituent

0, it follows that

Repeated application

© = 0, and this proves the statement.

of (10.3A) gives

(10.3B) If a set Q without constituent 0 is a direct sum Ui© ■ • • ©Um
(lljx^O), then, after a suitable similarity transformation
P, ?_1QP
splits completely into m constituents and the matrices of P_11L,P have coefficients not equal
to 0 only at the place of the pth of these constituents.
4. The radical 97 of a set 31 of square matrices consists of those matrices
N of 21 which are represented
by 0 in every irreducible
constituent
of 21.
Then Q is also represented by 0 in the Loewy constituents
Lj(21); i.e., N has
zeros in the main diagonal in (14). A simple computation
shows that the
product of any Z. (21) matrices vanishes. If 21 is a ring of matrices, HI is a nil-

potent ideal, 97L= 0, for L=L(2l).
We can easily study the radical of the enveloping module 937(®) of a semigroup ®, provided that ® has been brought into a suitable form by a similarity transformation.

(10.4A)

Let ®be a semi-group

which splits into irreducible constituents

3»(&i)
(39)

9Jc(®)=

®=

aw(g»)
Then the radical 9c of 937(®) has at least the l-rank k—\ where k is the l-rank of @
and X the degree of the first Loewy constituent Si(9?) of the regular representation

9to/®.
Proof. Let Mi, ■■ ■, Mk be an /-basis of 937(®) with regard to which the
regular representation
97 appears
arbitrary element of ®, we have

in its lower Loewy normal

form.

If G is an

M,G= 31 r&Mx
where R = (rK\) is the matrix of 97, associated with G. If 33 is one of the
and MK corresponds to U, in 997(33)and G corresponds to B, we have

UKB= 32 r*Ux.
We now apply (7.8A) setting
and 33. Because

UK= (h§). Then P»={h{$) will intertwine

of (5.2A), only the last X rows of P„ contain

coefficients

9?
not

equal to 0. Hence
7(a)

n

hrf = 0

for a S k — X.
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This shows UK= 0 for k^&—X. Hence Mi, ■ ■ ■ , Mk-\ are represented
each 99?(5v) and, therefore, belong to 9t.

(10.4B) // the semigroup ® splits into irreducible
cal of 93?(®) vanishes, then @ is completely reducible.

constituents

by 0 in

and the radi-

Proof. We have here &=X; i.e., 3t is completely reducible, L(3t) = l. We
denote by ® the set obtained from ® by replacing everything below the main
diagonal in (39) by 0's, and omitting all constituents
0. According to (8.2G),
a suitable linear combination
of the elements of ® is equal to the unit matrix.
A corresponding
linear combination
of the elements of ® gives a matrix J
of 93?(®) which in (39) has a unit matrix in the place of every 9Jc($p)t^0 and,
of course, 0 in the place of every 99fc(u:p)=0. The product JG of / with an
element G of ® has the same main diagonal as G. Then G —JG lies in the

radical of 93?(®), and hence JG = G. Now (8.2F) can be applied. We obtain
L(®) =L(di) = 1, i.e., ® is completely reducible.
If K is noncommutative,
true.
5. Repeated application
(10.5A) // a set O
O;0,=0/or
i<j, and
transformation,
O will
Op have 0 in the place

the converse

of assertion

(10.4B)

need not be

of (10.2A) now gives

of square matrices is a sum of sets Oi, Q2, ■ • • , Or, if
if no Os- lies in the radical of O, then, after a similarity
split into r constituents %%,£2, • ■ • , 2%. The matrices of
of every 2%, cr^p.

Proof. We apply (10.2A) to the case that 21 is the sum of Oi, • • • , Or_i
and 93 = Or- We then have an equation
(38). Here, SSi^O, since Or does not
lie in the radical of O. Let O * be the set which stands in O.CIO in the place

of 2Ii (i = 1, 2, • • • ,r —1). Then 21iis the sum of O*, • • • , 0*-i, and O* does
not belong to the radical of 2li, since otherwise O,- would belong to the radical
of O. If the theorem is true for the sums of r — 1 sets, it now follows for the
sum of r sets.

11. Rings which contain

nXK

1. We now consider rings of matrices 21 of degree n with coefficients in
the division ring K which are at the same time i?-left modules and 2£-right
modules, i.e., which contain yA and Ay for all A in 21and all y in K. Of course,
this property will not always be preserved under similarity transformations

of 21.
If 21 is a ring which is a iT-left module, we have 9Jc(21)= 21 in the notation
of §8.1. If 21 has no constituent
0, then 21 contains the unit matrix according
to (8.2G), and hence all the matrices yl, y in K. These matrices form a set S
isomorphic with K which we may denote by nXK, if we identify the matrix
(y) of first degree with y. Any ring 21 which contains ® = nXK is a K-\eft
module and a .rv-right module.
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We prove several lemmas which connect 21 with sets of matrices
coefficients lie in the centre Z of K. This centre Z is a field.

whose

(11.1A) If 21is a ring of matrices which is a K-left module and a K-right
module, then an l-basis A\, A2, • ■ • , Ak can be chosen such that the coefficients
of each A« lie in the centre Z of K. The A* form a basis of the algebra 21= %(~\ [Z]n

over the field Z. We have 21= 93?(20.
Proof. The set 21 obviously is a (K, g)-double module. Now ®=nXK
is
completely reducible with K as its only irreducible constituent.
According to
(7.6A), the same is true for the set
which 21 associates with
If we
choose a suitable /-basis AK in 21, we have
= kXK where k is the /-rank of 21.
Then -4,7=7-4« for every y in K. This shows that the coefficients of .4« lie

in Z.
Every element A of 21 has the form A =3L)y,AKwith coefficients yK in K.
These 7« are uniquely determined, and we have a system of «2 linear equations
for them. If A belongs to [Z]„, i.e., if the coefficients of A lie in Z, then the
coefficients of these linear equations lie in Z. Hence (cf. §3.4) the 7« themselves

lie in Z. This proves (11.1A).
We now consider

(11.IB)

the commuting

ring 6(21). We prove

If 21 is a ring of matrices which is a K-left module and has no con-

stituent 0, then 6(21)=6(f)n[Z]„ and 6(H) = 932(6(21)).
Proof. Here, «=nXKCj[
Further

and hence 5(a)C6(nXl)

6(21) <=6(2l). On the other hand, every matrix

= [6(iO]„ = [Z]n.
M of the intersection

S(S)n[3]„
commutes with theAK of (11.1A) and withall 7 in K. Hence M
belongs to 6(21), and 6(21) =S(g)H [Z]„. The ring 6(20 contains
If we

apply (11.1A)to it, we obtain 6(21)= 9)7(6(21)).
2. (11.2A) If
we may determine
P_12lP = 2l* splits
may add here the
constituents.
Proof.
formation

% is a set of matrices of degree n which contains &=nXK,
a matrix P with coefficients in the centre Z of K, such that
into irreducible constituents. If 21 is completely reducible, we
additional condition that 21 splits completely into irreducible

We split 21 into irreducible
Q with coefficients in K,

(40)
If 21is completely

constituents

using a similarity

trans-

Q-WQ=
reducible,

we may assume that all the terms below the main

diagonal vanish. The subset Q~l$Q of (2-12l<2is completely reducible, and K
is its only irreducible

constituent.

If we use (40) only for Q^föQ,

the set Ä„
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which takes the place of 31,,is completely reducible, and K is its only irreducible constituent.
After applying a suitable similarity transformation
to (40),
we may assume that &ß=flxXK" where /„ is the degree of 3l„. Now the set
Q~1$Q splits into n constituents
K. Since it is completely reducible, we can
transform it into nXK by elementary
similarity transformations^6),
§4.5. If
we apply these elementary
similarity transformations
to (40), the triangular
form will not be changed. We may therefore assume right from the beginning
that Q~1$Q = nXK =
If 31 is completely reducible, no elementary similarity transformations
are needed. We now have Q~l(yI)Q = yI for every y in K.
Then yQ = Qy, i.e., Q has coefficients in Z, and we may take P = Q.
3. Let 31 be a ring of matrices of degree n which contains nXK. If 93 is a
homomorphic
set of matrices of degree m, and if the element yln of 31 corresponds to ylm in 93 for every y in K, then 93 is said to be a representation of
degree m of 31. If we split 31into irreducible constituents
by means of the transformation P of (11.2A), the irreducible constituents
of 31 will then be repre-

sentations of 31.
If we use the basis AK of (11.1A) for the definition of the regular representation 9t of 31, then dt will actually be a representation
of 31.
Any two representations
93i and 932 of 31 are to be considered as related

sets (§3.1) with ,3 = 31. If 93i and 932are similar, say 93i= C>-1932<2,
then
yl = Q~1(yI)Q for every y in K. This implies that Q has coefficients

in Z.

(11.3A) If two representations of the ring 313»X^
are similar, then the corresponding similarity transformation
has coefficients in the centre of K.
4. We now derive the results

of the structure

theory

of algebras(37).

(11.4A) If 31=^0 is an irreducible ring of matrices which is a K-left module,
then 3l~[J]j
where X is a division ring consisting of matrices and s>0 an in-

teger. We have 6(6(31)) = 21.
Proof. Since 21 has no constituent

0, we have

$ = mX2£C:21. Obviously,

6(6(31))33f2£. On applying (11.1A)to this ring 6(6(31)) we see that it has
a basis consisting of matrices C„ with coefficients in Z. These matrices C„ have
the following two properties:
(a) they belong to [Z]„; (b) they commute with
every element of 6(3l)n[Z]„,
which is equal to 6(31) because of (11.IB).
From (11.1 A) it follows that 31 is irreducible
with regard to Z. Let us
consider for the moment only matrices with coefficients in Z. Then (9.4A)
shows that the commuting ring of the commuting
ring of 21 is 31 itself. In
other words: every matrix C with the properties
(a) and (b) belongs to 21-

Then the C„belongto IQ 21and hence6(6(21))C 21which implies6(6(21))= 21.
We can now use the argument

of §9.3. We set 93 = 6(31); this set is com-

(ä6) The degrees n\ in §3.3 are here to be taken as equal to 1.

(") Cf., for instance, Albert [l, 2], Deuring [7].
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constituent

SB. We may set

Q-WQ = 5 X SB
where Q is a matrix with coefficients
irreducible and a division ring. Then

in K (not necessarily

in Z), and SB is

Q-WQ= .6(s X SB)= [<E(8B)]„
and 6(SB)=J
itself is irreducible,
and a division ring. This proves (11.4A).
We now prove easily in the familiar manner that the ring 21 is simple, i.e.,
possesses no proper subideal. There is no properly nilpotent element not equal

to 0 in 21.
Consider an arbitrary ring 21of matrices which contains nXK. We determine a similarity transformation
with the properties stated in (11.2A). Since
the elements of nXK are transformed
into themselves, we may assume without restriction that 21 itself splits into irreducible constituents,

2d
(41)

21=

21,J
Using (11.3A), we easily see that we may assume that similar 2L, are always
equal. Let gi, g2, • • • , gm be the distinct irreducible
constituents
appearing,

and denote the /-rank of

by *„. Then 937(21)
=21, 3»(5„) =5>

If we replace everything
below the main diagonal in (41) by 0, we obtain
a representation
21* of 21. The elements of the radical 9c of 21 and only these
are represented by 0; we see that 21/97 and 21* are isomorphic. From (10.1A)

it follows that 21*has the /-rankZ^f
(11.4B)

Hence

If 21 is a ring of matrices which contains

nXK,

its l-rank

is given

by k = ki-\-k2-\- ■ ■ ■ -\-km-\-v where ki, &2, ■ ■ • , km are the l-ranks of the nonsimilar irreducible constituents %i, g2, • • • , $m of 21 and v is the l-rank of the
radical 97 of21. If in each ^ß an arbitrary element Fß has been chosen, then there
are elements A of % which are represented by Fß in ^ßfor ß = 1, 2, • • • , m.
If 21 is completely reducible, we may assume that (41) splits completely
into irreducible constituents.
We then find 97 = 0. Conversely,
if 97 = 0, it follows from (10.4B) that 21 is completely reducible. A ring is semisimple, if its
radical vanishes. Hence

(11.4C) A ring 2l3«Xif
ducible.

is semisimple, if and only if 21is completely re-

Ordinarily, the radical is defined as the set of all properly nilpotent elements N of 21. But to such an N, there corresponds a properly nilpotent
Np
of 5p- Since gp is irreducible, we have 7YP= 0. Hence N belongs to 97. Con-
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versely, every element of 9? is properly nilpotent.
radical coincide.
The rings 21/97 and 21* were isomorphic. Hence

(11.4D) If the ring W^nXK

Both

definitions

of the

has the radical 97, then 21/97is semisimple.

If 21 is semisimple, we can apply (10.1C) and find:

(11.4E) Let W^nXK

be a semisimple ring. If

2*, ■■ ■, 5»>are the non-

similar irreducible constituents of 21, then 21 is the direct sum 2I = UiffiU2© 1 ■ •
© Um of m simple rings and U„ is isomorphic with §„.

On combining the last part of (11.4A) with §6.2, we obtain
(11.4F)

If 21 is a completely

reducible

ring which contains

nXK,

then

6(6(21))=21.
Finally,

we can show that

(11.4G) If 23 is a simple ring of matrices, and 233«X7£, then 23~/X2l,
where t>0 is an integer and 21 an irreducible ring. Then 23 is isomorphic
ring 21whose structure is described by (11.4A).

to the

Proof. The radical of 23 must vanish. Therefore, 23 is completely reducible.
From (11.4E) it follows that 23 has only one irreducible constituent.
5. We consider an arbitrary
ring 21 of matrices which contains nXK and
a representation
23 of 21. Let Ai, ■ ■ ■ , A k be an /-basis of 21 and A an arbitrary
element of 21. The regular representation
37 is defined by

(42)

.4«.4 = 5>«x4*,

r„xin.K\

x

If AK—>BK,A—*B are the associated

elements

in 23, we find

(43)

= £ r*Bx.

We may assume that for a certain / the elements B\= ■ ■ ■ =Bt = 0 and that
Bt+i, ■ ■ ■ , Bk are /-independent.
On comparing (42) and (43), we see that the
regular representation
of 23 appears as an end constituent
of 97. Using (8.2A)

we now find:
(11.5A) Let lS.be a ring of matrices containing nXK. Every representation 23
of 21 of degree m appears as an end constituent of w X 97 where 97 is the regular
representation of 21. Further, 23 appears as a constituent of mnX%-

As corollaries,

we obtain:

(11.5B) 7/23 is a representation of 21,then L(23)eL(2I).
(11.5C)

Every irreducible

The following theorems

representation
are sometimes

of 21 appears
useful.

as a constituent

of 21.
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(11.5D) If 93i and Sß2are two representations of 21 which have no irreducible
constituent in common, then we can find an element Q of 21 which is represented

by the unit matrix in 93i and by 0 in 932Proof. According to (11.4B), we can find an element A of 21which
sented by the unit matrix in every irreducible constituent
of 93i and
every irreducible constituent
of 932- Then A corresponds
to a radical
B2 of 932- If we replace A by a power of A, we may assume B2 = 0. If A

is repreby 0 in
element
is repre-

sented by Bi in 93i, then Bt —I lies in the radical of 93i; we have (Bi —I)t = 0
for some integer t>0. Hence we may write 7 as a polynomial f(B{) without
constant term of B\. Then Q=f{A) will satisfy the required conditions.

(11.5E) If 93i and 932are two representations of 21 which have no irreducible
constituent in common, and if Bi and B2 are arbitrary elements of 93i and 932
respectively, then we may find an element A of 21which is represented by Bx in 93i

and by B2 in 932Proof. Let Aa) be an element of 21 which is represented by B\ in 93i and
determine
Q as in (11.5D). Then QAm is represented
by B\ in 93i and by 0
in 932-Similarly, we may find an element QA (2>of 21 which is represented
by 0

in 93i and by B2 in 932.Then we may set A =QA<-l)+ QAm.
(11.5F)

If 93 is a representation

of 21, the radical of 21 is represented

by the

radical of 93.
Proof. It is clear that radical elements of 21 are represented
by radical
elements of 93. Conversely, let B be a radical element of 93. We set 93i = 93;
for 932 we take the representation
of 21 which splits completely into those irreducible representations
of 21 which do not appear in 93. We then apply

(11.5E) to the case BX= B, B2 = 0. The corresponding A lies in the radical of 21
and is represented

by B in 93.

12. The regular

representation

of rings which contain

nXK

1. We consider again a ring 21 of matrices which is a 7£-left module, in
particular
a ring 21 which contains nXK. The regular representation
97 of 21
is a set of linear transformations
of 21where 21is considered as a contragredient
vector space. The element A of 21 is associated
with the transformation
R(A) which maps the variable element X of 21 upon XA =X*. In particular,

if Ai, A2, ■ ■ ■ , Ak is an /-basis of 21, we have

.4* = A,A = 32 rK\A\
where R(A) = (r»x).
A subspace X of 21which is invariant under the transformation
of 97, then,
is a right ideal X of 21 which is a K-\eft module. Since we shall consider the
elements 7 of K as operators of 21, where the operation is defined as /-multi-

plication
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by 7, we shall tacitly

assume

that

the right ideals considered

are

7£-left modules.
Any splitting of 9i into constituents
will correspond
of invariant subspaces X, (cf. §4.4), i.e., an ascending

More explicitly, if

to an ascending chain
chain of r-ideals of 21.

'W

(44)

9( =

where §„ is a constituent
of degree h„, then the linear combinations
32,yvAv
of the first
+ ■ ■ ■ -\-hp basis elements with coefficients yv in K form an

r-ideal X„ of 21.We set Xo = (0) and have

(45)
Conversely,

Io = (0)CJiCJ2C---C
assume

that

such a chain

C Xm= 2T.
of r-ideals

is given where

XP has the

/-rank t„. We choose the /-basis A\, Ai, ■• ■ , Ak of 21 such that the first /„
basis elements
representation

form an /-basis of X» for /i=l,
2, • • • , m. Then the regular
97 formed with regard to this basis AK breaks up in the form

(44), the degrees hp being given by hp = tp —tll-\. We say that the /-basis .4« has
been adapted to the chain (45) of r-ideals. If we change the AK corresponding
to
i.e., the AK with tp-i<K&t„,
in such a manner that the new basis is
still adapted to the chain (45), then 9? undergoes a similarity transformation

of the type (3.3C).
2. We assume that the ring 21 contains

module and a üT-right module. Then,

nXK.

Every

r-ideal X is a ÜT-left

(11.1A) can be applied.

The set

X = Xr\[Z]n
will be a right ideal of 21= 2in[Z]n
considered as an algebra
over Z. Every right ideal X of 21 will be obtained in this form, if we take

x=mx).
(12.2A) If 21is a ring containing nXK, then by

X = Xn[z]n,

3T= 9)cC2)

there is defined a (1-1) correspondence between the set of the r-ideals X of 21 and
the set of the r-ideals X of 21= 21^ [Z]n. Here 21 is considered as an algebra over

the centre Z of K.
Further,

we easily see from (11.1A) that

(12.2B) If an ascending chain of r-ideals of 21 is given, we can choose an
l-basis A« of 21which is adapted to this basis such that every A, has coefficients in

the centre Z.
(12.2C) Let A\, A2, ■ ■■ , Ak be an l-basis of 21such that the regular representation 97 of^21formed with regard to this basis splits into constituents which are
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irreducible in Z. If the same basis AKis used for the definition of the regular representation 97 of 21, then 97 splits into constituents which are irreducible in K.
3. We now discuss conditions

under which the §„ in (44) are completely

reducible.
(12.3A) Let 21 be a ring containing
nXK
whose radical is 97. Let
(0)=ütoCIiC
• • ■ C£m = 21 be a chain of right ideals. In the corresponding
splitting (44) of the regular representation
97, the constituent Hq»is completely

reducible, if and only if X^^Xß-iProof. If £„9?

then 97 will be represented by 0 in

From (11.5F)

and (11.4C) it follows that
has the radical (0) and hence is completely
reducible.
Conversely,
if §M is completely
reducible,
it represents
97 by 0.

Then X^QX^-i,

as was stated.

The complete reducibility of
is, of course, equivalent to the complete
reducibility
of Xß/Xß~i considered as an additive group with the elements of
K as /-operators and the elements of 21 as r-operators.
In order to obtain the lower Loewy normal form of 97, we must choose
Xm-i as small as possible

such that

XmyiQXm-i;

then Xm-2 as small as possible

such that Xm-i^lQXm-i. Thus
(12.3B) Let 21 be a ring containing nXK
Loewy normal form of the regular representation

whose radical is 97. The lower
97 of 21 corresponds to the chain

of r-ideals (0) = 97LC97i-1C97L-2C • • • C9?C9?° = 21(38). The exponent L
here is equal to the number L(2I) = L(9t) of Loewy constituents

of 21 and 9t (cf.

(8.2B)).
Similarly,

we obtain

from (12.3A) the theorem

that

(12.3C) Under the assumptions of (12.3B), the upper Loewy normal form
of 9t corresponds to the series of ideals (0) = OoCOiC
• • • COl = 21, where 0<
consists of the l-annihilators
of 97' in 21.
If we consider 21as an additive group with the elements of K as /-operators
and the elements of 21 as r-operators,
we may say that 9?LC9?i_1C
■ • ■ C21
and OoCQiC
• • • COi
are the upper and the lower Loewy series of 21.
4. From (12.3B) we see that the degree X of 8i(97) is equal to k —v where

k is the /-rank of 21and v is the /-rank of 97. In the notation of (11.4B) X =Z^e•
But the argument of §10.1 easily shows that every g> appears at least kjfß
times in 8i(9t). Therefore, the constituents
g„ occupy at least kß ordinary rows

of ?i(9f). Because X=Z&f> we obtain:
(12.4A) If g> is an irreducible representation of 21 of l-rank kß and of degree /„, then g,, appears exactly k^/f» times in the first Loewy constituent £i(97)
of the regular representation
97 of 21.
(3S)Cf. Nesbitt

[19].
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